BASE CHANGE FOR BERNSTEIN CENTERS OF
DEPTH ZERO PRINCIPAL SERIES BLOCKS
THOMAS J. HAINES

Abstract. Let G be an unramified group over a p-adic field. This article intro-

duces a base change homomorphism for Bernstein centers of depth-zero principal
series blocks for G and proves the corresponding base change fundamental lemma.
This result is used in the approach to Shimura varieties with Γ1 (p)-level structure
initiated by M. Rapoport and the author in [HR2].

1. Introduction
Let F denote a p-adic field, and let Fr ⊃ F denote the unique degree r unramified
extension of F contained in some algebraic closure F̄ of F . Let θ denote a generator of
Gal(Fr /F ). Let G denote an unramified connected reductive group over F . The automorphism θ determines an automorphism of G(Fr ), which we also denote with the symbol
θ.
Using θ, we have the notion of stable twisted orbital integral SOδθ (φ) for any locally constant compactly-supported function φ on G(Fr ) and any element δ ∈ G(Fr ) with semisimple
norm. See [Ko82] for the definition of the norm map N from stable θ-conjugacy classes in
G(Fr ) to stable conjugacy classes in G(F ). For a precise definition of SOδθ , see e.g. [Ko86b],
or [H09a], (5.1.2).
This article is concerned with the matching of the (twisted) orbital integrals of certain
functions on the groups G(Fr ) and G(F ), respectively. If φ ∈ H(G(Fr )) and f ∈ H(G(F ))
are functions in the corresponding Hecke algebras of locally constant compactly-supported
functions, then we say φ, f are associated (or have matching orbital integrals), if the following
result holds for the stable (twisted) orbital integrals: for every semisimple element γ ∈ G(F ),
we have
X
SOγ (f ) =
∆(γ, δ)SOδθ (φ)
δ

where the sum is over stable θ-conjugacy classes δ ∈ G(Fr ) with semisimple norm, and
where ∆(γ, δ) = 1 if N δ = γ and ∆(γ, δ) = 0 otherwise. See e.g. [Ko86b], [Ko88], [Cl90],
or [H09a] for further discussion.
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Of primary importance is the case of spherical Hecke algebras. Suppose Kr ⊂ G(Fr )
and K ⊂ G(F ) are hyperspecial maximal compact subgroups associated to a hyperspecial
vertex in the Bruhat-Tits building B(G(F )) for G(F ), and suppose φ ∈ H(G(Fr )) belongs
to the corresponding spherical Hecke algebra HKr (G(Fr )). The Satake isomorphism gives
rise to a natural algebra homomorphism
br : HK (G(Fr )) → HK (G(F )),
cf. [Cl90]. The base change fundamental lemma for spherical functions asserts that φ and
br (φ) are associated. This was proved by Clozel [Cl90] and Labesse [Lab90]. Even the earlier
special cases of GL2 [Lan] and GLn [AC] gave rise to important global and local applications,
such as the existence of base-change lifts of certain automorphic representations for GLn .
The theorem of Clozel and Labesse played an important role in Kottwitz’ work [Ko90, Ko92,
Ko92b] on Shimura varieties with good reduction at p.
In [H09a] an analogous base change fundamental lemma is proved for centers of parahoric
Hecke algebras. It plays a role in the study of Shimura varieties with parahoric level
structure at p, see [H05]. A very special case of [H09a] relates to the center of the IwahoriHecke algebra for G(F ). By Bernstein’s theory [BD], this can be viewed as the ring of regular
functions on the variety of supercuspidal supports of the Iwahori block (the subcategory
RI (G) of the category R(G) of smooth representations of G(F ) whose objects are generated
by their invariants under an Iwahori subgroup).
The purpose of this article is to generalize this result to certain other principal series
blocks in the Bernstein decomposition, namely the depth-zero principal series blocks.
To state the theorem, we need some more notation. Denote the ring of integers of F by O
and the residue field by k. Let A denote a maximal F -split torus, and set T := CentG (A),
a maximal torus of G defined and unramified over F . Now choose an Iwahori subgroup I ⊂
G(F ) which is in good position relative to T , that is, the alcove a in B(G(F )) corresponding
to I is contained in the apartment AT corresponding to A. Let I + denote the pro-unipotent
radical of I.
Let T (F )1 denote the maximal compact open subgroup of T (F ), and let T (F )+
1 = T (F )1 ∩
+
I denote its pro-unipotent radical. Throughout this article, χ will denote a depth-zero
×
character on T (F )1 . This means that χ factors through a character T (F )1 /T (F )+
1 → C ,
which we also denote by χ. Via the canonical isomorphism
T (F )1 /T (F )+
→ I/I + ,
1 f
we see that χ induces a smooth character ρ := ρχ on I which is trivial on I + . Then we may
consider the Hecke algebra H(G, ρ) := H(G, I, χ), which is defined as
H(G, ρ) = {f ∈ H(G) | f (i1 gi2 ) = ρ−1 (i1 )f (g)ρ−1 (i2 ) ∀i1 , i2 ∈ I, ∀g ∈ G}.
(Cf. [Ro].) Convolution is defined using the Haar measure which gives I volume 1. Write
Z(G, ρ) for the center of H(G, ρ).
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Let s = sχ be the inertial equivalence class of the cuspidal pair (T (F ), χ
e)G , for any
extension of χ to a character χ
e : T (F ) → C× . Then s depends only on the relative Weyl
group orbit of χ. We are concerned with the principal series Bernstein block
Rs (G) = Rχ (G),
the category of smooth representations of G(F ) whose irreducible objects are constituents
×
of some normalized principal series iG
B (ξ), where ξ : T (F ) → C has ξ|T (F )1 = χ. It turns
out (cf. Proposition 3.3.1) that (I, ρχ ) is a Bushnell-Kutzko type for Rχ (G), so that the
Bernstein center of Rχ (G) can be identified with the ring Z(G, ρ).
Let Nr : T (Fr )1 → T (F )1 denote the norm homomorphism given by t 7→ t θ(t) · · · θr−1 (t).
The character χr := χ ◦ Nr is a depth-zero character on T (Fr )1 , and gives rise to the
Bernstein block Rχr (Gr ) for the p-adic group Gr , the character ρr on Ir , and the Hecke
algebra H(Gr , ρr ) with center Z(Gr , ρr ). Here Gr := G(Fr ) and Ir ⊂ Gr is the Iwahori
subgroup corresponding to I.
In Definition 4.1.1 we define a base change homomorphism
(1.0.1)

br : Z(Gr , ρr ) → Z(G, ρ).

This is analogous to the base change homomorphisms defined for spherical Hecke algebras
or centers of parahoric Hecke algebra (cf. [H09a]). Our main theorem is the following.
Theorem 1.1. If φ ∈ Z(Gr , ρr ), the functions φ and br (φ) are associated.
Now write H(G, I + ) for HI + (G(F )) and Z(G, I + ) for its center. In section 10, we use
(1.0.1) to define a natural algebra homomorphism
(1.0.2)

br : Z(Gr , Ir+ ) → Z(G, I + ).

Moreover, we show how Theorem 1.1 immediately implies the following result.
Corollary 1.2. If φ ∈ Z(Gr , Ir+ ), the functions φ and br (φ) are associated.
In [HR2], these results are used in the special case of G = GLd to study Shimura varieties
in the Drinfeld case with Γ1 (p)-level structure at p. In future works they will be applied
to other Shimura varieties with Γ1 (p)-level structure. Here, by “Γ1 (p)-level” we mean that
the compact open subgroup Kp coming from the Shimura data (G, X, Kp K p ) is the prounipotent radical of an Iwahori subgroup of G(Qp ). Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2 will play
a role in the pseudostabilization of the counting points formula for the Shimura varieties
just mentioned (see [HR2] for the Drinfeld case).
This article overlaps with [H09a] in the case where χ = triv, for then H(G, ρ) is just the
Iwahori-Hecke algebra and the theorem proved here is a special case of [H09a]. Here we use
Labesse’s method of elementary functions [Lab90], whereas in [H09a] we followed Clozel’s
method [Cl90] more closely. When χ = triv, many arguments presented here become
simpler. Thus in that special case, this article gives an alternative (somewhat easier) proof
for the Iwahori-Hecke algebra special case of [H09a].
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As in earlier papers, the proof of Theorem 1.1 is by induction on the semisimple rank of
G, and so consists of two steps: (i) use descent formulas to reduce to the case of elliptic
elements, and (ii) use a global trace formula argument to prove the theorem for suitable
elliptic elements. Labesse’s elementary functions are used in step (ii) to give sufficiently
many character identities that the required character identity for central elements is forced
(see section 9).
Here is an outline of the contents of the paper. In section 2 we recall some standard
notation which will be used throughout the article. In section 3 we review the essential
facts about the Bernstein decomposition related to depth-zero principal series blocks. In
section 4 we define the base change homomorphism and prove some of its basic properties.
The constant term homomorphism (an essential ingredient for descent) is studied in section
5, and in particular is proved to be compatible with the base change homomorphisms. The
descent formulas themselves are the subject of section 6. Section 7 reduces the general
fundamental lemma to the case where G is adjoint and γ is a norm and is elliptic and
strongly regular semisimple. (Unfortunately, this section is the most technical section of all.)
In section 8 we introduce and study suitable analogues of Labesse’s elementary functions
adapted to the Bernstein component Rχ (G). In section 9 we use all the preceding material
to conclude the proof by establishing the character identity which is equivalent, by the
existence of the local data, to the required identity of stable (twisted) orbital integrals. In
section 10 we define (1.0.2) and explain how Theorem 1.1 implies Corollary 1.2. Finally, in
section 11 we correct and clarify a few minor mistakes in [H09a].
Acknowledgments: I thank Alan Roche for helpful conversations. I thank Michael Rapoport
for his interest in this work. I thank especially Robert Kottwitz for providing crucial help
with the proof of Lemma 7.3.1. Much of this work was written during Fall 2010 at the
Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton. I thank the IAS for providing financial support1
and an excellent working environment.
2. Further notation
un , the completion of the maximal unramified extension of F contained
Let L denote Fd
in F̄ . Let Fr /F be an unramified extension of degree r contained in L, with ring of integers
Or and residue field kr . Let σ ∈ Aut(L/F ) denote the Frobenius automorphism, and use
the same symbol to denote the induced automorphism on groups of the form G(L), etc. Fix
an algebraic closure L̄ for L and define the inertia subgroup2 as I = Gal(L̄/L).
Denote groups of Fr -points with a subscript r, e.g. Tr := T (Fr ) and Gr := G(Fr ). Fix a
generator θ ∈ Gal(Fr /F ). We use the same symbol θ to denote the induced automorphisms
of groups of Fr -points Tr , Gr , etc.
1This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under agreement No.

DMS-0635607. Any opinions, findings and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are
those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.
2Not to be confused with the Iwahori subgroup!
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Let $ denote a uniformizer for the field F .
We recall the basic facts on the Kottwitz homomorphism [Ko97]. In loc. cit. is defined a
canonical surjective homomorphism for any connective reductive F -group H
(2.0.3)

b I,
κH : H(L)  X ∗ (Z(H))

b = H(C)
b
where H
denotes the Langlands dual group of H. By loc. cit., it remains surjective
on taking σ-fixed points:
b σ.
κH : H(F )  X ∗ (Z(H))
I
We define
H(L)1 := ker(κH )
H(F )1 := ker(κH ) ∩ H(F ).
If H is any unramified F -torus, then H(F )1 is indeed the unique maximal compact subgroup
of H(F ), as the notation in the introduction indicated (cf. [H09a], Lemma 2.4.1).
Let Nr denote the norm homomorphism T (Fr )1 → T (F )1 , given by
Nr (t) = t θ(t) · · · θr−1 (t).
We will use the same symbol to denote the norm homomorphisms Nr : T (Fr ) → T (F ) and
+
Nr : T (Fr )1 /T (Fr )+
1 → T (F )1 /T (F )1 .
Let χr := χ ◦ Nr . This will be thought of as a character on T (Fr )1 /T (Fr )+
1 or as a
depth-zero character on T (Fr )1 , depending on context.
The set of all smooth characters on T (F ) carries a natural (left) action under the relative
Weyl group W (F ) = NG T (F )/T (F ); let Wχ denote the subgroup of W (F ) which fixes χ.
Likewise we define Wχr in the relative Weyl group Wr = W (Fr ).
Fix an F -rational Borel subgroup B containing T and a Levi decomposition B = T U ,
where U is the unipotent radical of B. There is an Iwahori decomposition of I with respect
to T and any such B:
(2.0.4)

I = IU · IT · IŪ ,

where IU := U ∩ I, etc.. Note that IT = T (F )1 .
Let H denote any group. For h ∈ H and any subset S ⊂ H, we set h S := hSh−1 . For a
function f on H, we define a new function h f by h f (x) := f (h−1 xh) for x ∈ H.
For two smooth G(F )-representations π and π 0 , the notation π ∈ π 0 will mean that π is
isomorphic to a subquotient of π 0 .
3. Bernstein center for depth zero principal series
We assume G is any connected reductive group which is unramified over F .
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3.1. Review of depth zero principal series blocks. When the base field F is understood, we will often abbreviate G(F ) by the symbol G and W (F ) by the symbol W .
Let χ denote a depth-zero character χ : T (F )1 → C× . Let χ
e denote any extension of χ
×
to a character χ
e : T (F ) → C . We consider the inertial class
s = sχ = [T (F ), χ
e]G .
The inertial class s depends only on the W -orbit of χ.
Let R(G) denote the category of smooth representations of G. Let Rs (G) denote the
Bernstein component indexed by s. Recall that this is the full subcategory of R(G) whose
objects have the property that each of their subquotients is a subquotient of a principal
series representation iG
χη), for some unramified character η of T (F ). We shall often denote
B (e
Rs (G) by Rχ (G).
3.2. Algebraic variety associated to a depth-zero block. Fix χ and s = sχ as above,
and the associated Bernstein component Rχ (G). Recall (cf. e.g. [HR2], §9.2) the set
Xs = {(T, ξ)G }
of supercuspidal supports (T, ξ)G of irreducible representations π in the category Rχ (G).
Here ξ : T (F ) → C× is a smooth character extending some W (F )-conjugate of χ and
(T, ξ)G denotes the G-conjugacy class of the pair (T, ξ). Recall that χ possesses at least
one Wχ -invariant extension χ
e (see [HR2], Remark 9.2.43), and that having fixed such a χ
e,
we have a bijection
b χf
A/W
→ Xs
η 7→ (T, χ
eη)G ,
b is viewed as an unramified character on T (F ) (cf. e.g. [H09a], Lemma 2.4.2).
where η ∈ A
We use this bijection to endow Xs with the structure of an affine algebraic variety. Up to
isomorphism, this structure depends neither on the choice of χ in its W (F )-orbit, nor on
the choice of the extension χ
e of χ. We have
Xs = Spec(C[Xs ]),
for a C-algebra C[Xs ] which is isomorphic to C[X∗ (A)]Wχ .
We will often denote Xs by Xχ .
3.3. The associated type for Rχ (G). Let ρ = ρχ : I → C× be the smooth character
×
which is induced by χ : I/I + = T (F )1 /T (F )+
1 →C .
Proposition 3.3.1. The pair (I, ρ) is a Bushnell-Kutzko type for Rχ (G).
By definition, this means that an irreducible representation π ∈ R(G) belongs to Rχ (G)
if and only if its restriction to I contains the representation ρ. See [BK].
3This handles the split case; the unramified case is similar.
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Proof. (Sketch.) For F -split groups G, Roche [Ro] produces a Bushnell-Kutzko type for
Rχ (G) for any smooth character χ, under certain restrictions on the residual characteristic
of F (and in the case of depth-zero χ, his type is (I, ρ)). This relies on his theory of Hecke
algebra isomorphisms and hence involves, in the case of general χ, some restrictions on the
residual characteristic of F .
When χ is depth-zero, but now assuming only that G is unramified over F , one can prove
more directly that (I, ρ) is a type for Rχ (G). One proves that for any irreducible representation π ∈ R(G), the Jacquet functor π 7→ πU induces a T (F )1 -equivariant isomorphism
(3.3.1)

πρ f
→ πUχ .

One then deduces (I, ρ) is a type for Rχ (G) using Frobenius reciprocity. The proof of
(3.3.1) relies on a consequence of certain Hecke algebra isomorphisms, namely: any non-zero
element of H(G, ρ) supported on a single I-double coset is invertible. But for the depth-zero
characters such isomorphisms were established by Goldstein [Go] (in the split case) and by
Morris [Mor], Theorem 7.12 (in general), and these are valid with no restrictions on the
residual characteristic. Details for this approach in the split case are contained in [H09b],
and the unramified case is handled in exactly the same way.

3.4. The action of the center Z(G, ρ) of H(G, ρ). Proposition 3.3.1 means that Rχ (G)
is naturally equivalent to the category of H(G, ρ)-modules (cf. [Ro]). It also means that
there is a canonical algebra isomorphism
(3.4.1)

β : C[Xs ] f
→ Z(G, ρ)

which is characterized as follows. For an extension ξ of some W -conjugate of χ, consider
ρ
the space iG
B (ξ) of locally constant functions f : G → C such that
1/2

f (tugi) = (δB ξ)(t)f (g)ρ(i)
for all t ∈ T (F ), u ∈ U (F ), g ∈ G, and i ∈ I. Then
ρ
−1
z ∈ Z(G, ρ) acts on the left on iG
B (ξ) by the scalar β (z)(ξ).

Here β −1 (z) is viewed as a regular function on the variety Xs and the argument ξ is an
abbreviation for the point (T, ξ)G ∈ Xs .
Remark 3.4.1. Note that β −1 (z) being well-defined as a function on the class (T, ξ)G
means that β −1 (z)( w ξ) = β −1 (z)(ξ) for all w ∈ W ; that is, β −1 (z) is W -invariant as a
function of ξ.
3.5. Right vs. left actions on principal series. For later use (e.g. in the proof of
Proposition 5.4.1), we need to rephrase this in terms of the right action of Z(G, ρ) on
principal series representations. Let ι : H(G) → H(G) denote the involution of the Hecke
algebra of locally constant compactly-supported functions H(G), defined by the identity
(ιh)(g) = h(g −1 ) , h ∈ H(G), g ∈ G.
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We use ι to convert left H(G)-actions into right H(G)-actions, and vice-versa. It is clear
−1 ρ−1 , and
that H(G, ρ−1 ) (resp. H(G, ρ)) acts on the left (resp. right) on the space iG
B (ξ )
−1 ρ−1 , and h ∈ H(G, ρ), the left and right actions are related by the
that for Ψ ∈ iG
B (ξ )
formula
ιh · Ψ = Ψ · h.

(3.5.1)
Duality gives a perfect pairing

−1

ρ
G −1 ρ
(· , ·) : iG
B (ξ) × iB (ξ )

→ C.

−1

ρ
G −1 ρ , we have the relation
For z ∈ Z(G, ρ), φ1 ∈ iG
B (ξ) , and φ2 ∈ iB (ξ )

(z(φ1 ), φ2 ) = (φ, ιz(φ2 )).
Thus
(3.5.2)

β −1 (z)(ξ) = β −1 (ιz)(ξ −1 ).

From (3.5.1) with h = z ∈ Z(G, ρ) and (3.5.2), we deduce the following result.
Lemma 3.5.1. Let the Haar measure on G(F ) be normalized so that I has measure 1.
−1 ρ−1 by the scalar
Then z ∈ Z(G, ρ) acts via right convolutions on iG
B (ξ )
chξ−1 (z) := β −1 (z)(ξ).
4. Base change homomorphism
4.1. Construction. Again fix the depth-zero character χ on T (F )1 . Let (I, ρ) be the
sχ -type described above. Let AFr denote the unique maximal Fr -split torus in G which
contains A, and note that T = CentG (AFr ). Write Tr for T (Fr ). Consider χr := χ ◦ Nr as a
depth-zero character on T (Fr )1 , and consider the corresponding inertial class sr := sχr for
Gr = G(Fr ). Let (Ir , ρr ) denote the sr -type associated to the character χr . We denote the
corresponding Hecke algebra (resp. its center) by H(Gr , ρr ) (resp. Z(Gr , ρr )).
There is a canonical morphism of algebraic varieties
Nr∗ : Xs → Xsr
(T, ξ)G 7→ (Tr , ξ ◦ Nr )Gr ,
where here ξ denotes an extension of some W (F )-conjugate of χ. This induces an algebra
homomorphism
(4.1.1)

Nr : C[Xsr ] → C[Xs ].
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Definition 4.1.1. Define the base change homomorphism br : Z(Gr , ρr ) → Z(G, ρ) to be
the unique morphism making the following diagram commute:
β

C[Xsr ]


∼

/ Z(Gr , ρr )

β



Nr

C[Xs ]

∼

br

/ Z(G, ρ).

4.2. Characterization by actions on principal series.
Lemma 4.2.1. For any character ξ : T (F ) → C× which extends some W (F )-conjugate of
χ, define ξr := ξ ◦ Nr , a character on T (Fr ) which extends some W (Fr )-conjugate of χr .
Let z ∈ H(Gr , ρr ). Then br (z) is the unique element in Z(G, ρ) which acts on every module
Gr
ρr
ρ
iG
B (ξ) by the same scalar by which z acts on iBr (ξr ) . In other words,
(4.2.1)

β −1 (br (z))(ξ) = β −1 (z)(ξr ).

In terms of right actions this means: for z ∈ Z(Gr , ρr ), br (z) acts on the right on
−1 ρ−1
r
r , that is,
by the scalar by which z acts on the right on iG
Br (ξr )

−1 ρ−1
iG
B (ξ )

(4.2.2)

chξ−1 (br (z)) = chξr−1 (z)

(cf. Lemma 3.5.1).
This is reflective of the fact that br is compatible with the involutions ιr (resp. ι) of
H(Gr ) (resp. H(G)), in the sense that the following diagram commutes
Z(Gr , ρr )
ιr

br

/ Z(G, ρ)
ι



Z(Gr , ρ−1
r )

br


/ Z(G, ρ−1 ).

Indeed, this follows from (3.5.2) and the obvious compatibility of Nr and ι : C[Xs ] → C[Xs ].
4.3. Compatibility with conjugation by w ∈ W (F ). Fix w ∈ W (F ), and use the same
symbol to denote its lift in NG (T ) ∩ K. The character w χ is defined by w χ(t) = χ(w−1 tw).
(Similarly define w Φ(·) = Φ(w−1 · w) for any suitable function Φ.) Also write w I := wIw−1
and w I + = wI + w−1 . The character w ρ : w I/ w I + → C× is defined using w χ; in fact
w ρ(wiw −1 ) = ρ(i) for i ∈ I. There is an isomorphism H(G, I, ρ) f
→ H(G, w I, w ρ), given by
w
h 7→ h.
Let ξ denote an extension of a W (F )-conjugate of χ. Write w B := wBw−1 . Then
Ψ 7→ w Ψ gives an isomorphism
−1 ρ
iG
B (ξ )

−1

→ iGw B ( w ξ −1 )
f

w ρ−1

.

This intertwines the right actions of h ∈ H(G, I, ρ) and w h ∈ H(G,
that
w
(Ψ ∗ h) = w Ψ ∗ w h.

w I, w ρ),

in the sense
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Applying this to h = z ∈ Z(G, I, ρ) and taking Remark 3.4.1 into account yields the next
lemma.
Lemma 4.3.1. The following diagram is commutative:
β

C[Xχ ]


wz

/ Z(G, I, ρ)

β



=

C[Xχ ]
The compatibility of z 7→

∼

∼

z7→ w z

/ Z(G, w I, w ρ).

with base change follows.

Lemma 4.3.2. For any w ∈ W (F ), the following diagram is commutative:
Z(Gr , ρr )


z7→ w z/

Z(Gr , w ρr )

z7→ w z



br

Z(G, ρ)

br

/ Z(G, w ρ).

5. Constant term homomorphism
5.1. Abstract definition. Let M denote an F -Levi subgroup of G which contains the
torus T . Let sM
χ denote the inertial class associated to χ but for the group M rather than
the group G. Let Rχ (M ) denote the corresponding principal series block of R(M ), and let
XM
χ denote the corresponding variety of supercuspidal supports (T, ξ)M .
There is a canonical surjective morphism of varieties
(5.1.1)

M
cG∗
M : Xχ → X χ

(T, ξ)M 7→ (T, ξ)G .
This induces an algebra homomorphism
(5.1.2)

M
cG
M : C[Xχ ] → C[Xχ ].

We call cG
M the constant term homomorphism. In the next few subsections we will give a
concrete description which will also justify this terminology. We will also prove its compatibility with the base change homomorphism. As the first step, note that the following
diagram is obviously commutative:
(5.1.3)

C[Xχr ]
Nr



C[Xχ ]

r
cG
Mr

/ C[XMr ]
χr
Nr

cG
M


/ C[XM ].
χ
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5.2. Refined Iwasawa decomposition. Let us suppose M is a standard4 F -Levi subgroup; this means that M is a Levi factor of a standard (i.e., containing B) F -parabolic
subgroup P with unipotent radical N . Fix a Levi decomposition P = M N .
Consider the Kostant representatives W P ⊂ W (F ), i.e. the set of minimal coset representatives for the elements of WM (F )\W (F ), with respect to the Bruhat order on W (F )
defined by the Borel subgroup B. We choose once and for all a lift ẇ ∈ NG (T )(F ) ∩ K for
each w ∈ W P ; but from now on we denote ẇ simply by w.
Let Pr denote P (Fr ), etc. Let Ir denote the Iwahori subgroup of Gr := G(Fr ) corresponding to I, so that Ir ∩ G(F ) = I. Abbreviate the relative Weyl group W (Fr ) by Wr
and its set of Kostant representatives by WrP . The refined Iwasawa decomposition states
that
(5.2.1)

Gr =

a

Pr w Ir .

w∈WrP

5.3. Levi factorization for P ∩

w I.

Lemma 5.3.1. For each w ∈ W , we have the factorization P ∩

wI

= (M ∩

Proof. This follows from [BT2], 5.2.4 (cf. section 11).

w I) (N

∩

w I).



5.4. The concrete definition of the constant term. Fix an Iwahori subgroup J which
is W (F )-conjugate to I.
For a compactly-supported locally constant function f on G(F ), we define the compactlysupported locally constant function f (P ) on M (F ) by the formula
Z
Z
−1/2
1/2
(P )
f (mn) dn = δP (m)
f (nm) dn,
(5.4.1)
f (m) = δP (m)
N (F )

N (F )

where the Haar measure dn on N (F ) is normalized to give N (F ) ∩ J measure 1. Warning:
f (P ) depends on the choice of J, and in what follows we will allow J to vary.
×
Since J/J + ∼
= T (F )1 /T (F )+
1 , the character χ gives rise to a smooth character ρ : J → C
as before, and (J, ρ) is also a type for Rχ (G). Write the corresponding Hecke algebra (resp.
its center) as H(G, J, ρ) (resp. Z(G, J, ρ)) in order to emphasize the subgroup J.
Let JM = J ∩ M . Note that JM is an Iwahori subgroup of M (cf. e.g. [H09a], Lemma
+ ∼
2.9.1). We get the character ρ : JM → C× from χ and the isomorphism JM /JM
=
+
T (F )1 /T (F )1 , and (JM , ρ) is a type for Rχ (M ).
It is obvious that f (P ) ∈ H(M, JM , ρ) if f ∈ H(G, J, ρ). The next proposition is the main
goal of this section.

4This assumption is convenient but not necessary for this subsection and the next.
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Proposition 5.4.1. The operation f 7→ f (P ) sends Z(G, J, ρ) to Z(M, JM , ρ), and the
following diagram commutes:
C[Xχ ]


β
∼

/ Z(G, J, ρ)

β



cG
M

C[XM
χ ]

∼

f 7→f (P )

/ Z(M, JM , ρ).

In particular, when restricted to Z(G, J, ρ) the operation f 7→ f (P ) is an algebra homomorphism and is independent of the choice of P having M as Levi factor.
(P ) for f ∈ Z(G, J, ρ) and call it the constant term
Because of this we will set cG
M (f ) := f
of f .

5.5. Compatibility of base change and constant term homomorphisms. Proposition 5.4.1 and equation (5.1.3) have the following corollary.
Corollary 5.5.1. The following diagram commutes:
(5.5.1)

Z(Gr , Jr , ρr )
br

r
cG
Mr

/ Z(Mr , JM , ρr )
r
br



Z(G, J, ρ)

cG
M


/ Z(M, JM , ρ).
1/2

5.6. Proof of Proposition 5.4.1. Fix an extension ξ of χ, and set ξ1 := δP ξ. Consider
−1
−1 ρ−1
⊂ iG
the subspace iG
B (ξ1 ) whose elements transform under the left J-action acB (ξ1 )
cording to the character ρ−1 . To prove Proposition 5.4.1, we need to prove the following
equivalent statement.
Proposition 5.6.1. Let z ∈ Z(G, J, ρ). Then for every ξ, the element z (P ) acts on the
−1 ρ−1 by ch
G −1 ρ−1 .
right on iM
ξ −1 (z), the scalar by which z acts on the right on iB (ξ )
BM (ξ )
−1

−1 ρ , there exists Ψ ∈ iG (ξ −1 )ρ
Lemma 5.6.2. Given ψ ∈ iM
BM (ξ )
B 1

−1

such that Ψ|M = ψ.

−1

−1 ρ
Proof. We define Ψ to be the unique element in iG
which is supported on P J and
B (ξ1 )
which extends ψ. That is, for mn ∈ M N and j ∈ J we set

Ψ(mnj) := ψ(m)ρ−1 (j).
1/2

1/2

To see that Ψ belongs to the desired space, we use the fact that δB ξ1−1 = δBM ξ −1 . To see
it is well-defined, we use the Iwahori-factorization of J with respect to P = M N , or more
precisely a consequence of it: J ∩ P = J ∩ M · J ∩ N . See Lemma 5.3.1.

Proposition 5.6.1 will be proved using the following lemma.
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−1

−1 ρ
Lemma 5.6.3. Define the right convolution action ∗ of H(M, JM , ρ) on iM
using
BM (ξ )
−1
M
−1
ρ
the measure dm which gives JM measure 1. Let z ∈ Z(G, J, ρ). Let ψ ∈ iBM (ξ ) . Then
for any y ∈ M , we have the identity
1/2

chξ−1 (z) · ψ(y) = ψ ∗ [δP z (P ) ](y).

(5.6.1)

1

Proof. In addition to dm and dn specified above, we let dg (resp. dj) denote the Haar
−1 ρ−1
measure on G (resp. J) giving J measure 1. Let Ψ ∈ iG
denote the extension of ψ
B (ξ1 )
from Lemma 5.6.2. We have
Z
1/2 (P )
1/2
ψ ∗ [δP z ](y) =
ψ(m) δP (m−1 y) z (P ) (m−1 y) dm
ZM Z
Ψ(mn) z((mn)−1 y) dn dm
=
ZM ZN Z
=
Ψ(mnj) z((mnj)−1 y) dj dn dm.
M

N

J

Now since Ψ is supported on M N J, we may use the substitution g = mnj (cf. [H09a], §4.3)
to write this as
Z
Ψ(g) z(g −1 y) dg = (Ψ ∗ z)(y)
G

= chξ−1 (z) · Ψ(y).
1

The lemma follows since Ψ(y) = ψ(y).


1/2

1/2

Proof of Proposition 5.6.1: Recalling that ξ −1 = δP ξ1−1 , Lemma 5.6.3 shows that δP z (P )
1/2 −1 ρ−1
by chξ−1 (z), the scalar by which z acts on the right
acts on the right on iM
BM (δP ξ1 )
−1

1

−1

−1 ρ
−1 ρ
by
. It follows (cf. [H09a], (4.7.3)) that z (P ) acts on the right on iM
on iG
BM (ξ1 )
B (ξ1 )
the same scalar chξ−1 (z). Since ξ1 ranges over all extensions of χ as ξ does, this proves the
1
proposition.


6. Descent formulas
6.1. Preliminaries. Fix once and for all Haar measures dg,di on G, I respectively, such
that voldg (I) = voldi (I) = 1. On P = M N we fix a (left) Haar measure dp such that
voldp (P ∩ I) = 1. For w ∈ W (F ), let dpw (resp. dmw , dnw ) denote the (left) Haar measure
on P (resp. M ,N ) such that voldpw (P ∩ w I) (resp. voldmw (M ∩ w I), voldnw (N ∩ w I)) has
the value 1.
Similar conventions will hold for measures on the groups Gr , Pr , Ir , etc.
Recall the Harish-Chandra function on m ∈ M (F ), defined by

DG(F )/M (F ) (m) = det 1 − Ad(m−1 ); Lie(G(F ))/Lie(M (F )) .
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6.2. Descent of (twisted) orbital integrals. Let us recall the set-up: γ ∈ G(F ) is
a semisimple element, S denotes the F -split component of the center of G◦γ , and M =
CentG (S), an F -Levi subgroup. We suppose γ is not elliptic in G(F ), so that M is a proper
Levi subgroup of G. Choose an F -parabolic P = M N with M as Levi factor. We may
assume P and M are standard.
We have γ ∈ M (F ) and G◦γ = Mγ◦ . We assume γ = N δ for an element δ ∈ G(Fr ). By
Lemma 4.2.1 of [H09a], we may assume δ ∈ M (Fr ).
The twisted centralizer Gδθ of δθ is an inner form of Gγ whose group of F -points is
Gδθ (F ) = {g ∈ G(Fr ) | g −1 δθ(g) = δ}.
◦ = G◦ (cf. [H09a], §4.4). We choose compatible measures on the inner forms
We have Mδθ
δθ
G◦δθ and G◦γ , and use them to form the quotient measures dḡ in the (twisted) orbital integrals
of φ ∈ Cc∞ (G(Fr )). By definition,
Z
r
(φ)
=
φ(g −1 δθ(g)) dḡ.
(6.2.1)
TOG
δθ
G◦δθ \Gr

Here and in what follows we denote G◦δθ (F ) simply by G◦δθ .
Note that ρr ◦ θ = ρr . Using this and the refined Iwasawa decomposition (5.2.1), the
argument in [H09a], §4.4 yields for φ ∈ H(Gr , ρr ) the descent formula
X

−1/2
w,θ (Pr )
r
r
(φ)
=
|D
(γ)|
TOM
φ)
,
(6.2.2)
TOG
G(F )/M (F )
F
δθ (
δθ
w∈WrP

where w,θ φ(g) := φ(w−1 gθ(w)). Here it is understood that TOMr is formed using dmw and
(·)(Pr ) is formed using dnw .
Orbital integrals are special cases of twisted orbital integrals (take r = 1 and δ = γ). For
φ ∈ Z(Gr , ρr ), we have the following descent formula for br (φ) ∈ Z(G, ρ):
X
−1/2
w
(P )
(6.2.3)
OG
OM
].
γ (br (φ)) = |DG(F )/M (F ) (γ)|F
γ [( br (φ))
w∈W P

Using the compatibility of br with conjugation by w (Lemma 4.3.2) and constant term
(Corollary 5.5.1, taking J = w I), we can write this as follows:
X

−1/2
w (Pr )
(6.2.4)
OG
OM
) .
γ (br (φ)) = |DG(F )/M (F ) (γ)|F
γ br (( φ)
w∈W P

6.3. Comparing descent formulas. We compare the formulas (6.2.2) and (6.2.4) following the method of [H09a], §4.5. Note that W P = (WrP )θ . Thus the key point is the following
lemma.
Lemma 6.3.1. Assume φ ∈ Z(Gr , ρr ). Then the summands in (6.2.2) indexed by elements
w ∈ WrP with θ(w) 6= w are zero.
Proof. This is the analogue of Lemma 4.5.3 in [H09a] which handled the case of parahoric
Hecke algebras. The proof in pp. 602-608 of loc. cit. goes over to the present context nearly
word-for-word; we omit the details.
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Comparing (6.2.2) and (6.2.4), it is now clear that the fundamental lemma for γ, δ, G
follows from the fundamental lemma for γ, δ, M . Thus, by induction on the semisimple
rank of G, we are reduced to considering elliptic semisimple elements γ.
Remark 6.3.2. Assume Gad is split over F . Then W P = WrP and Lemma 6.3.1 is not
needed to compare (6.2.2) with (6.2.4).
7. Reductions
7.1. Vanishing statement when γ is not a norm.
Lemma 7.1.1. Let φ ∈ Z(Gr , ρr ). If γ is not a norm from Gr , then SOγ (br (φ)) = 0.
We will prove the stronger fact that Oγ (br (φ)) = 0. The corresponding statement for
spherical Hecke algebras was proved by Labesse [Lab99], Lemme 3.7.1. The proof here is
similar, but we give some details for the sake of completeness.
First, our descent formula (6.2.4) reduces us to the case where γ is elliptic in G. Consider
the canonical map p : Gsc → G and the abelian group
H0ab (F, G) = G(F )/p(Gsc (F )).
Proposition 2.5.3 of loc. cit. shows that an elliptic element γ is a norm from Gr if and only
if its image in H0ab (F, G) is a norm. Now the required vanishing follows from the following
result (cf. [Lab99], Lemme 3.7.1).
Lemma 7.1.2. Let f = br (φ) for φ ∈ Z(Gr , ρr ). Let x ∈ G(F ) be any element such
that, for some character η on the group H0ab (F, G) which is trivial on the norms, we have
η(x) 6= 1. Then f (x) = 0.
Proof. By pulling back along the projection G(F ) → H0ab (F, G), we view η as a character
η : G(F ) → C× ; thus the condition η(x) 6= 1 makes sense.
It is not hard to show that η is necessarily an unramified character of G(F ), meaning it is
trivial on G(F )1 = G(F )∩G(L)1 , where G(L)1 is the kernel of the Kottwitz homomorphism
b I ) (cf. (2.0.3)). Equivalently, η is trivial on every parahoric subgroup
κ : G(L) → X ∗ (Z(G)
of G(F ) (as G(F )1 is the group generated by the parahoric subgroups of G(F ), cf. [HR1]).
The restriction of η to T (F ) is also unramified (trivial on T (F )1 ).
−1 ρ−1 ,
Thus, f η ∈ H(G, ρ). Now by examining the right convolution action of f η on iG
B (ξ )
we see that f η ∈ Z(G, ρ) and in fact
chξ−1 (f η) = ch(ηξ)−1 (f ).
But by (4.2.2), this is
ch(ηr ξr )−1 (φ) = chξr−1 (φ) = chξ−1 (f ),
the first equality holding since ηr = triv. But this implies that f η = f , and in particular
f (x)(η(x) − 1) = 0.
Since η(x) − 1 6= 0, the lemma follows.
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7.2. Reductions when γ is a norm: three lemmas. Our strategy is as in [H09a], §5
which handled the case of parahoric Hecke algebras. The first task is to state three key
lemmas, which are analogous to Lemmas 5.3.1, 5.3.2, and 5.3.3 from [H09a]. The proofs go
along the same lines; we shall explain the objects where they differ from loc. cit., but we
shall omit detailed proofs. We also use freely the notation from loc. cit.
Choose a finite unramified extension F 0 ⊃ F which contains Fr and splits G. Consider a
z-extension of F -groups
/Z

1

/H

p

/G

/ 1,

where Z is a finite product of copies of RF 0 /F Gm . As usual, we are assuming Hder = Hsc .
Recall that p is surjective on Fr - and F -points. Choose an extension of θ to an element,
still denoted θ, in Gal(F 0 /F ). As in loc. cit., the norm homomorphism N : Z(Fr ) → Z(F )
is surjective and induces a surjective map N : Z(Fr )1 → Z(F )1 .
Let λ : Z(F ) → C× denote a smooth character, and for f ∈ Cc∞ (H(F )) set
Z
fλ (h) =
f (hz)λ−1 (z) dz
Z(F )

where dz is the Haar measure on Z(F ) giving Z(F )1 measure 1. Write λ = 1 for the trivial
character, and f for the function f1 when it is viewed as an element in Cc∞ (G(F )). Write
λN for the character λ ◦ N : Z(Fr ) → C× .
The depth-zero character χ on T (F )1 determines a depth-zero character χH on TH (F )1 ,
where TH := p−1 (T ). Denote by IH the Iwahori subgroup in H corresponding to the Iwahori
subgroup I in G. Let ρH : IH → C× denote the character constructed from χH .
Lemma 7.2.1. Let φ ∈ Cc∞ (H(Fr )) and f ∈ Cc∞ (H(F )). We have the following statements:
(i) The functions φ, f are associated if and only if φλN , fλ are associated for every λ.
e ρe) (resp. f ∈ H(G, K, ρ)) for a compact open subgroup
(ii) Suppose that φ ∈ H(Gr , K,
e
e
K ⊂ Gr and character ρe : K → C× (resp. K ⊂ G and ρ : K → C× ) such that
e ∩ Z(Fr )) = K ∩ Z(F ),
• N (K
e ⊃ (1 − θ)(Z(Fr )), and
• K
• ρe|K∩Z(F
= ρ ◦ N |K∩Z(F
.
e
e
r)
r)
Then in (i) we only need to consider characters λ such that
λ|K∩Z(F ) = ρ−1 |K∩Z(F ) .

(iii) If φ ∈ H(Hr , ρHr ) and f ∈ H(H, ρH ), then in (i) we need consider only the characters
λ with λ|Z(F )1 = χ−1 |Z(F )1 .
(iv) The pair φ1 , f1 are associated if and only if φ, f are associated.
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Proof. Parts (i) and (iv) are proved in [H09a]. Part (ii) is proved that same way as loc. cit.
e = IHr and ρe = ρHr . 
Lemma 5.3.1(ii). Part (iii) follows from part (ii), taking K = IH , K
The following lemma is proved similarly to [H09a], Lemma 5.3.2.
Lemma 7.2.2. The map φ 7→ φ determines a surjective homomorphism Z(Hr , ρHr ) →
Z(Gr , ρr ). It is compatible with the base change homomorphisms in the sense that
(7.2.1)

br (φ) = br (φ).

Now for any character λ : Z(F ) → C× such that λ|Z(F )1 = χ−1 |Z(F )1 , consider the algebra
HρHr ,λN which consists of the locally constant functions φ on H(Fr ) which are compactly
supported modulo Z(Fr ) and which transform under right and left multiplications by i ∈ IHr
(resp. z ∈ Z(Fr )) by ρ−1
Hr (i) (resp. λN (z)). One proves the following lemma by imitating
the argument of [H09a], Lemma 5.3.3, using this algebra in place of the algebra HJ,χN used
there. Along the way, the argument relies on our Lemma 7.2.1(iii-iv) and Lemma 7.2.2.
Lemma 7.2.3. Assume Z = Z(H), so that G = Had . Suppose that φ, br (φ) are associated
for every φ ∈ Z(Hr , ρHr ). Then φ, br (φ) are associated for every φ ∈ Z(Hr , ρHr ).
7.3. The reduction steps. We may assume γ = N (δ). We follow [H09a], §5.4.
(1) We may assume Gder = Gsc . Using Lemmas 7.2.1 and 7.2.2, we see that the fundamental lemma for H implies the fundamental lemma for G.
(2) We may assume γ is elliptic. We use our descent formulas (6.2.2) and (6.2.4), along
with Lemma 4.2.1 of [H09a]. (See [H09a], §5.4(2).)
(3) We may assume γ is regular. This is proved by Clozel [Cl90], Prop. 7.2.
(4) We may assume G is such that Gder = Gsc and Z(G) is an induced torus (of the
same form as Z above). We work under assumptions (1-3), and follow Clozel’s argument in
[Cl90], section 6.1(b), with a few modifications. Where Clozel uses the Satake isomorphism,
we use the inverse β −1 of the Bernstein isomorphism (3.4.1). The homomorphism j used
by Clozel is replaced by the natural homomorphism
j : Z(G, ρ) ,→ Z(G0 , ρ0 )
coming from the exact sequence
1 → G → G0 → Q → 1
of loc. cit. in the obvious way. Here G and G0 are unramified groups with the properties
that Gder = Gsc , G0der = G0sc , and Z(G0 ) is an induced torus; we assume the fundamental
lemma holds for the group G0 and our present goal is to deduce that it must hold for G.
The main point is to justify the analogues of Clozel’s equalities (which we write here in
slightly different notation)
(7.3.1)

0

G
0
0
SOG
γ (f, dt, dg) = cT SOγ (jf, dt , dg )
G0

0
0
r
r
SOG
δθ (φ, dt, dgFr ) = CT SOδθ (jφ, dt , dgFr ).
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We need to prove the equalities (7.3.1) for all functions f ∈ Z(G, ρ) and φ ∈ Z(Gr , ρr )
and for all (θ-)regular (θ-)elliptic elements γ and δ in G whose (θ-)centralizer is the elliptic
F -torus T 5. Crucially, the constants cT and CT making (7.3.1) hold must depend only on
the torus T and various choices of measures (dt, dt0 , etc.), and we must have cT = CT .
The proof of the existence of the constant CT is unfortunately rather laborious. The
details we present apply as well to the spherical case considered by Clozel and to other
settings, so we hope their potential use to the reader justifies their inclusion here.
To prove the existence of the constants cT and CT , one first examines those functions f, φ
which correspond under Morris’s Hecke algebra isomorphisms [Mor] to Bernstein functions
in suitable Iwahori-Hecke algebras, and uses the fact that the homomorphisms j are compatible with the Hecke algebra isomorphisms. Let us make this more precise, using some
notation from [HR2], §9, and [Ro]. The Hecke algebra isomorphisms take the form
(7.3.2)

fH ) ⊗
e C[Wχ /Wχ◦ ],
H(G, ρ) ∼
= Haff (W

where H is a certain connected reductive F -group with finite Weyl group Wχ◦ , with exfH = X∗ (A) o Wχ◦ , and with associated affine Hecke algebra
tended affine Weyl group W
fH ). Each W ◦ -orbit representative λ ∈ X∗ (A) gives rise to a Bernstein function
Haff (W
χ
f
zλ ∈ Z(Haff (WH )) and for each Wχ -orbit representative µ we have the Bernstein function
X
Zµ :=
zλ
λ

Wχ◦ -orbit

where λ ranges over
representatives in Wχ · µ; the Zµ form a basis for the center
of the right hand side of (7.3.2). If f ∈ Z(G, ρ) corresponds to Zµ , then jf ∈ Z(G0 , ρ0 )
corresponds to Zµ0 defined in the same way as Zµ , and we may write
X
f=
aw [Inw I]χ̆
w∈S

jf =

X

a0w [I 0 nw I 0 ]χ̆0 ,

w∈S 0

fH determined by µ. (We
for constants aw , a0w ∈ C indexed by certain finite subsets S, S 0 ⊂ W
are writing the basis elements [Inw I]χ̆ ∈ H(G, ρ), etc., following the notation of [HR2],§9.)
In fact S = S 0 and the corresponding coefficients are equal, namely aw = a0w . This follows,
in view of the precise form of the Hecke algebra isomorphisms (see [HR2], Theorem 9.3.1
for the case where G is split and Wχ◦ = Wχ ), from the corresponding equality of IwahoriMatsumoto coefficients of Zµ and Zµ0 (which is easy to prove from their definitions).
In light of this, the existence of the constants cT , CT follows via the next lemma. We
state this only in the twisted case (the untwisted case being the special case r = 1 of the
fr denotes the extended affine Weyl group for Gr .
twisted case). Recall that W
5Warning: in this subsection and the next, T will denote an arbitrary elliptic torus, not the standard

Cartan we denote with this symbol elsewhere!
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Lemma 7.3.1. There exists a constant CT such that, for every δ ∈ Gr with elliptic regular
fr , we have
norm in T , and for every w ∈ W
(7.3.3)

G0

0
0
r
r
SOG
δθ ([Ir nw Ir ]χ̆r ) = CT SOδθ ([Ir nw Ir ]χ̆0r ).

We postpone the proof of this lemma to the following subsection.
The matching of jf, jφ will force that of f, φ provided that cT = CT for all maximal tori
T in G. Since the homomorphisms j are compatible with the base change homomorphisms,
this will show that the fundamental lemma for G0 indeed implies the fundamental lemma
for G. In his situation, Clozel justifies the equality cT = CT by invoking the matching of
unit elements 1K in spherical Hecke algebras and using the fact that orbital integrals of 1K
are never identically zero on any torus T in G.
In our case, the construction of cT , CT given in the proof of Lemma 7.3.1 shows that they
do not depend on χ and they may be understood by taking χ = triv and w = 1. Thus,
our equality cT = CT follows from the fact that 1Ir and 1I are associated [Ko86b], and
from the fact that the stable orbital integrals of 1I do not vanish identically on any torus
T in G. This last fact is evident for elliptic tori by the description of Oγ (1I ) in terms of
the cardinality of the (non-empty) fixed-point set for the action of an elliptic γ ∈ G on the
building for G. (Although we do not need this, the case of non-elliptic tori follows, by using
our descent formula (6.2.3), with b(φr ) replaced by 1I , to reduce to the elliptic case.)
(5) We may assume G is adjoint. We know by (4) that the fundamental lemma holds
provided it holds for all groups having the form of H. By Lemma 7.2.3, the fundamental
lemma for G := Had implies the fundamental lemma for H.
(6) We may assume γ is strongly regular elliptic. This is explained by Clozel [Cl90], p.
292 (see [H09a], §5.4(6)).
Conclusion: We may assume that G = Gad and γ is a strongly regular elliptic semisimple
element.
7.4. Proof of Lemma 7.3.1. I am very grateful to Robert Kottwitz for his invaluable help
with this lemma. Recall that the F -unramified groups G, G0 we are concerned with satisfy
Gsc = Gder = G0der = G0sc and G/Z = G0 /Z 0 where Z resp. Z 0 denotes the center of G resp.
G06. By construction, the group G0 sits in a commutative diagram
1

1

/G
O

/ G0
O

?
/S

?
/ S0

p

/Q

/1

/Q

/1

and the (maximal Cartan) tori S, S 0 and Q are all unramified over F .
6Much of the following discussion does not require G
der to be simply-connected.
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Let AG denote the maximal F -split torus in the center of G. Set Λ = X∗ (S)/Q∨ where
Q∨ denotes the coroot lattice. Write Λ(F ) for the Gal(F̄ /F )-fixed points on Λ. Recall from
[Ko97] that there is a surjective homomorphism
(7.4.1)

κ : G(F )  Λ(F )

(cf. (2.0.3)). Let G(F )1 denote the kernel of κ. By Lemma 7.4.1(iii) below, the canonical
map S(F )1 → (G/Gder )(F )1 is surjective and hence G(F )1 = Gsc (F ) S(F )1 . Since S(F )1 ⊂
I (i.e. we may assume S and I are in good relative position), we have
(7.4.2)

G(F )1 = Gsc (F ) I.

Let Λad denote the analogue of Λ for the group Gad . There is a short exact sequence
0 → X∗ (AG ) → Λ(F ) → Λad (F ),
and hence Λ(F )/X∗ (AG ) is a finite abelian group.
We can apply the constructions above to get corresponding objects AG0 , Λ0 , etc., for
G0 . There is a canonical map Λ(F )/X∗ (AG ) → Λ0 (F )/X∗ (AG0 ). It turns out that this is
injective (one ingredient is the fact that Q = Z 0 /Z, which comes from the construction
of G0 as in [Cl90]). Also, let Ir0 denote the Iwahori subgroup of G0 (Fr ) corresponding to
Ir ⊂ G(Fr ).
We will need the following lemmas. For the rest of this subsection, we assume all elements
δ0 , δ, etc. belonging to G(Fr ) or G0 (Fr ) have strongly regular semisimple norms. Let
D := G/Gder resp. D0 = G0 /G0der and denote by c : G0 → D0 the projection homomorphism.
Lemma 7.4.1. The following statements hold:
(i) p : S 0 (F )1 → Q(F )1 is surjective.
(ii) p(G0 (F )1 ) = Q(F )1 .
(iii) If H ⊂ G is any maximal F -torus, then c : H(F )1 → D(F )1 is surjective.
(iv) If δ ∈ G0 (Fr ), we have G0 (F )1 ⊆ G0δθ (F )1 Gsc (Fr ).
Proof. Part (i). Since S, S 0 , and Q are all unramified tori, their Kottwitz homomorphisms
yield a commutative diagram with exact rows and surjective vertical arrows
1

/ S(L)

/ S 0 (L)

0


/ X∗ (S)


/ X∗ (S 0 )

p

p

/ Q(L)

/1


/ X∗ (Q)

/ 0.

/ Q(L)1

/ 1.

The snake lemma gives an exact sequence
1

/ S(L)1

/ S 0 (L)1

p

Now (i) follows since H 1 (hσi, S(L)1 ) = 0 ([Ko97],(7.6.1)). For part (iii), set Hsc := H ∩ Gsc ,
and argue the same way; we get the exact sequence
1

/ Hsc (L)1

/ H(L)1

c

/ D(L)1

/1
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because X∗ (Hsc )I is torsion-free.
Now, part (ii) follows from part (i), since (i) gives the non-trivial inclusion in the chain
Q(F )1 ⊆ p(S 0 (F )1 ) ⊆ p(G0 (F )1 ) ⊆ Q(F )1 .
Finally, we deduce (iv) from (iii) applied to the group G0 with H := G0γ , where γ ∈ G0 (F )
is the norm of δ ∈ G0 (Fr ). The groups G0δθ and G0γ are inner forms over F hence are F isomorphic since they are tori. There is an explicit isomorphism over Fr ([Ko82]), yielding
a commutative diagram
G0δθ (Fr )1


c

/ D0
c(δ)θ (Fr )1

o

G0γ (Fr )1

c



o

/ D 0 (Fr )1 .

Because of (iii), we see that the horizontal arrows are surjective and remain so upon taking
Gal(Fr /F )-invariants. Doing so to the top arrow just gives the natural map
c : G0δθ (F )1 → D0 (F )1 ,
hence this is surjective. Since ker(c) = G0sc = Gsc , (iv) follows easily.



fr , which we identify
We use the symbol w to denote any lift nw ∈ NG (S)(Fr ) for w ∈ W
with NG (S)(Fr )/S(Fr )1 .
Lemma 7.4.2. Let δ0 ∈ G(Fr ). Suppose δ 0 ∈ G0 (Fr ) is stably θ-conjugate to δ0 and belongs
to Ir0 wIr0 . Then δ 0 is Ir0 -θ-conjugate to an element in G(Fr ) ∩ Ir0 wIr0 .
Proof. First note that since p(Ir0 ) ⊆ Q(Fr )1 and p(w) = 1, we have p(δ 0 ) ∈ Q(Fr )1 . Writing
g 0−1 δ0 θ(g 0 ) = δ 0 for some g 0 ∈ G0 (F̄ ) and applying p, one checks that Nr (p(δ 0 )) = 1. Now
since H 1 (Fr /F, Q(Fr )1 ) = 1 (comp. (8.3.4)), it follows that p(δ 0 ) ∈ (1 − θ)(Q(Fr )1 ). By
Lemma 7.4.1 (i), p : S 0 (Fr )1 → Q(Fr )1 is surjective. Hence there exists s0 ∈ S 0 (Fr )1 such
that p(s0 θ(s0 )−1 ) = p(δ 0 ). But then s0−1 δ 0 θ(s0 ) ∈ G(Fr ).

Now we fix an element δ0 ∈ G(Fr ) which we assume is θ-elliptic and θ-regular semisimple.
fr as above, and abbreviate the functions [Ir nw Ir ]χ̆ resp. [I 0 nw I 0 ]χ̆0 by 1w
Also fix w ∈ W
r
r r
r
G0

0
r
r
resp. 10w . We seek to compare SOG
δ0 θ (1w ) with SOδ0 θ (1w ).
Lemma 7.4.2 implies that if a G0 (Fr )-θ-conjugacy class in the stable G0 -θ-conjugacy class
G0
G0
of δ0 contributes to SOδ0rθ (10w ), then that class meets G(Fr ). Hence we may write SOδ0rθ (10w )
G0

as a sum of terms TOδθr (10w ) where δ ∈ G(Fr ) is stably G0 -θ-conjugate to δ0 .
G0

r
Now we fix such a δ. We will express TOδθr (10w ) in terms of certain integrals TOG
δλ θ (1w ).
r
However, we start by studying TOG
δθ (1w ). Since δ is θ-elliptic, we may use the following
version of twisted orbital integrals
Z
dg
Gr
TOδθ (1w ) =
1w (g −1 δθ(g)) ,
dz
AG (F )\G(Fr )
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where voldg (Ir ) = 1 and voldz (AG (O)) = 1. This integral vanishes unless some θ-conjugate
δ1 of δ satisfies κ(δ1 ) = κ(w). So from now on we may assume that κ(δ) = κ(w). We embed
X∗ (AG ) in AG (F ) ⊂ G(F ) by ν 7→ $ν for any uniformizer $. The integral can be written
as
X
1w (g −1 δθ(g)).
g∈X∗ (AG )\G(Fr )/Ir

Clearly the sum may be taken only over elements such that g −1 δθ(g) ∈ Ir nw Ir . For these,
κ(g) ∈ Λ(Fr )/X∗ (AG ) is fixed by θ, i.e., κ(g) ∈ Λ(F )/X∗ (AG ). We can then write the above
sum as
X
X
1w (g −1 δθ(g)).
λ∈Λ(F )/X∗ (AG )

g∈X∗ (AG )\Gr /Ir

κ(g)=λ

For each λ ∈ Λ(F ), use (7.4.1) to choose a gλ ∈ G(F ) with κ(gλ ) = λ. Using (7.4.2), we see
that
{g ∈ G(Fr )/Ir | κ(g) = λ} = gλ Gsc (Fr )Ir /Ir = gλ Gsc (Fr )/Isc,r ,
where Isc,r := Ir ∩ Gsc (Fr ). Set δλ := gλ−1 δgλ . We get the expression
X
X
r
(1
)
=
(7.4.3)
TOG
1w (g −1 δλ θ(g)).
w
δθ
λ∈Λ(F )/X∗ (AG ) g∈Gsc (Fr )/Isc,r

Now we apply the same reasoning to G0 . Since G0sc = Gsc , we find
X
X
G0
1w (g −1 δλ0 θ(g)).
(7.4.4)
TOδθr (10w ) =
λ0 ∈Λ0 (F )/X∗ (AG0 ) g∈Gsc (Fr )/Isc,r

(We used 10w (g −1 δλ0 θ(g)) = 1w (g −1 δλ0 θ(g)) here.) Now it follows that
X
G0
r
(7.4.5)
TOδθr (10w ) =
TOG
δ 0 θ (1w ).
λ0 ∈

Λ0 (F )/X∗ (AG0 )
Λ(F )/X∗ (AG )

λ

By Lemma 7.4.2, all relevant G0 (Fr )-θ-conjugacy classes in the stable θ-conjugacy class
G0
of δ0 can be represented by elements δ in G(Fr ), so in forming SOδ0rθ (10w ) we only sum
G0

TOδθr (10w ) over such elements δ ∈ G(Fr ), for which the relation (7.4.5) holds. Each such δ
0
gives rise to elements δλ0 = gλ−1
0 δgλ0 for various gλ0 ∈ G (F ). It follows that δλ0 ∈ G(Fr ) and
is stably θ-conjugate to δ, hence to δ0 .
The following helps us understand the right hand side of (7.4.5).
Lemma 7.4.3. We have the following statements.
(1) Two elements of the form δλ0 and δλ00 are in the same G(Fr )-θ-conjugacy class if and
Λ0 (F )/X (AG0 )
only if λ0 and λ00 belong to the same coset in Λ(F )/X∗∗ (AG
) .
0
0
0
(2) Any element δ1 ∈ G(Fr ) ∩ Ir wIr belonging to the G (Fr )-θ-conjugacy class of δ is G(Fr )θ-conjugate to some element of the form δλ0 .
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Proof. It is clearly enough to prove (1) in the special case λ00 = 0. First assume there exists
g ∈ G(Fr ) such that δ = (gλ0 g)−1 δθ(gλ0 g). Then gλ0 g ∈ G0δθ (F ). Write T 0 for the F -torus
G0δθ and κT 0 : T 0 (F ) → X∗ (T 0 )Gal(F̄ /F ) for the corresponding Kottwitz homomorphism. We
see that κT 0 (gλ0 g) ∈ X∗ (T 0 )Gal(F̄ /F ) = X∗ (AG0 ), the equality holding since T 0 is elliptic over
F . Recall that κ(gλ0 g) is the image of κT 0 (gλ0 g) in Λ0 (F ). Thus λ0 ∈ X∗ (AG0 )Λ(Fr )∩Λ0 (F ) =
X∗ (AG0 )Λ(F ).
For the converse, suppose that λ0 ∈ X∗ (AG0 ) Λ(F ). Note that X∗ (AG0 ) can be embedded
into AG0 (F ) ⊂ G0δθ (F ) by ν 7→ $ν , and that κG0 ($ν ) is the image of ν in Λ0 (F ). Then
using Lemma 7.4.1(iv), we have
gλ0 ∈ AG0 (F ) G(F ) G0 (F )1
⊆ G0δθ (F ) G(Fr ).
This implies that δλ0 = gλ−1
0 δθ(gλ0 ) is G(Fr )-θ-conjugate to δ.
0−1
For (2), assume δ1 = g δθ(g 0 ) for some g 0 ∈ G0 (Fr ). Since κ(δ1 ) = κ(w) = κ(δ) ∈ Λ(Fr ),
we see κ(g 0 ) ∈ Λ0 (F ); suppose κ(g 0 ) = λ0 . Then g 0 ∈ gλ0 G0 (Fr )1 ⊆ gλ0 Gsc (Fr ) Ir0 (by (7.4.2)).
We can write
(7.4.6)

i0−1 δ1 θ(i0 ) = h−1 δλ0 θ(h)

for some i0 ∈ Ir0 and h ∈ Gsc (Fr ).
Now δ1 ∈ G(Fr ) means that p(δ1 ) = 1. Also, the right hand side of (7.4.6) is trivial under
p. It follows that p(i0 ) ∈ Q(Fr )θ1 = Q(F )1 . Now we apply Lemma 7.4.1(ii,iv) to δ1 . We see
that p(i0 ) ∈ Q(F )1 ⊆ p(G0 (F )1 ) ⊆ p(G0δ1 θ (F )1 ) (since p(Gsc (Fr )) = 1). This means that
i0 ∈ G0δ1 θ (F )1 G(Fr ).
Thus the left hand side of (7.4.6) is G(Fr )-θ-conjugate to δ1 , and it follows that δ1 is
G(Fr )-θ-conjugate to δλ0 .

Finally, Lemma 7.4.2, (7.4.5), and Lemma 7.4.3 together imply that
G0

r
SOδ0rθ (10w ) = SOG
δ0 θ (1w )

with the normalizations for twisted orbital integrals we fixed above. This completes the
proof of Lemma 7.3.1.

8. Labesse’s elementary functions adapted to Rχr (Gr )
8.1. Definition. We will now construct the analogues of Labesse’s (twisted) elementary
functions [Lab90] which are adapted to the Bernstein component Rχr (Gr ).
Recall that AFr denotes a maximal Fr -split torus in G, with centralizer T , and B = T U is
the F -rational Borel subgroup defining the dominant Weyl chamber in X∗ (AFr )R or X∗ (A)R .
Let ρ denote the half-sum of the B-positive roots of G.
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Fix any uniformizer $ for the field F . Consider a regular dominant cocharacter ν ∈
X∗ (AFr ) and set u = ν($) ∈ T (Fr ). Also, let τ = Nr (ν), a regular dominant cocharacter
in X∗ (A), and set t = τ ($) ∈ T (F ). Thus t = Nr (u).
A construction of Casselman [Cas] and Deligne [Del] associates to any element g ∈ G(F )
an F -rational parabolic Pg = Mg Ng with unipotent radical Ng and F -rational Levi factor
Mg . Following Labesse [Lab90], we may construct the analogous objects associated to
uθ ∈ Gr o hθi. The resulting subgroups Muθ (resp. Puθ ) of G can be characterized as the
set of elements g ∈ G such that (uθ)n g(uθ)−n remains bounded as n ranges over all integers
(resp. all positive integers). In our situation Muθ = Mt = T , and Puθ = Pt = B.
Now fix any F -Levi subgroup M . Write Gr (resp. Mr ) for the set of Fr -points G(Fr )
(resp. M (Fr )). Then Mr acts on Gr × Mr on the left by m1 (g, m) = (m1 g, m1 mθ(m1 )−1 ).
Let [g, m] denote the equivalence class of (g, m) in the quotient space Mr \Gr × Mr . There
is a natural morphism of p-adic analytic manifolds
(8.1.1)

Mr \Gr × Mr → Gr
[g, m] 7→ g −1 mθ(g).

It is well-known (cf. [Cl90, Lab90]) that this morphism is generically one-to-one and that
the normalized absolute value of its Jacobian at the point [g, m] is |DG(F )/M (F ) (N (m))|F .
Let us apply this to our Levi subgroup Muθ = T ; we are now concerned only with the
quotient by T (Fr )1 of the compact open subset Ir × T (Fr )1 u ⊂ Gr × Tr . The action of
T (Fr )1 on Ir × T (Fr )1 u is defined by restricting the above-defined action of Tr on Gr × Tr .
The map
(8.1.2)

T (Fr )1 \Ir × T (Fr )1 u → Gr
[k, mu] 7→ k −1 muθ(k)

is injective and has the absolute value of its Jacobian everywhere equal to the non-zero
number
(8.1.3)

−1
|Jac[k,mu] |F = δB
(u) = q rh2ρ,νi .
r

Thus its image is a compact open subset, which we will denote Lu .
Definition 8.1.1. We define the elementary function φu,χr on Gr to vanish off of Lu , and
to have value on Lu given by
(8.1.4)

φu,χr (k −1 muθ(k)) = χ−1
r (m)

for k ∈ Ir and m ∈ T (Fr )1 .
We claim that φu,χr is well-defined. Indeed, suppose
k1−1 m1 uθ(k1 ) = k2−1 m2 uθ(k2 ),
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for k1 , k2 ∈ Ir and m1 , m2 ∈ T (Fr )1 . By Lemma 8.1.2(i) below, the element k = k2 k1−1
belongs to Tr . Thus it belongs to T (Fr )1 and commutes with u, and we have
m1 kθ(k −1 ) = m2
which implies χr (m1 ) = χr (m2 ). Thus we need only the following result due to Labesse
[Lab90].
Lemma 8.1.2. Suppose g1 , g2 ∈ G(F̄ ) and m1 , m2 ∈ T (Fr )1 . Extend θ to an element of
Gal(F̄ /F ) and use the same symbol θ to denote the induced automorphism of G(F̄ ). We
have the following statements.
(i) If g1−1 m1 uθ(g1 ) = g2−1 m2 uθ(g2 ), then g1 ∈ T (F̄ )g2 .
(ii) The θ-centralizer of m1 u is T ; hence m1 u is strongly θ-regular.
(iii) If g1 ∈ Gr and g1−1 m1 uθ(g1 ) lies in the support of φu,χr , then g1 ∈ Tr Ir .
Proof. Part (i). Let g = g1 g2−1 . As in Lemma 1 of [Lab90] one proves, using the fact that
u commutes with m1 and m2 , that (uθ)n g(uθ)−n remains bounded as n ranges over Z, and
thus g ∈ Muθ = T . It is enough to let n range only over multiples of r.
Let n be any positive integer. We have
g1−1 (m1 uθ)rn g1 = g2−1 (m2 uθ)rn g2 ,
and thus
[Nr (m1 )Nr (u)θr ]n = g [Nr (m2 )Nr (u)θr ]n g −1 .
The terms in each set of brackets [· · · ] pairwise commute, so that we deduce
[Nr (u)θr ]n g [Nr (u)θr ]−n = Nr (m1 )−n g Nr (m2 )n .
The right hand side remains bounded as n ∈ Z. The left hand side is (uθ)rn g (uθ)−rn . This
shows g ∈ Muθ = T and proves part (i).
Parts (ii) and (iii) follow from part (i).

Thus, φu,χr is a smooth compactly-supported function on Gr , which is invariant under
θ-conjugation by elements in Ir . For r = 1 (hence θ = id and u = t) we get the analogous
smooth compactly supported function ft,χ on G, and it is invariant under conjugation by I.
For later use in subsection 9.2, we record the following lemma.
Lemma 8.1.3. The functions φu,χr belong to H(Gr , ρr ).
Proof. Labesse shows in [Lab95], Proposition IV.1.1, that Lu = Ir uIr ; thus the support
of φu,χr is stable under left or right multiplication by Ir . The first step is to check left
Ir+ -invariance of φu,χr (the right invariance is similar).
Using the normality of Ir+ in Ir , it is sufficient to show that an identity of the form
(8.1.5)

k1−1 i+ m1 uθ(k1 ) = k2−1 m2 uθ(k2 ),
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with i+ ∈ Ir+ , k1 , k2 ∈ Ir , and m1 , m2 ∈ T (Fr )1 , implies that
(8.1.6)

χr (m1 ) = χr (m2 ).

Let k := k2 k1−1 . Then (8.1.5) gives
(8.1.7)

+
−1
m−1
2 ki m1 = uθ(k)u .

Now write k ∈ Ir according to the Iwahori decomposition (2.0.4) as
(8.1.8)

k = k− · k0 · k+ ∈ IrŪ · T (Fr )1 · IrU .

The element ki+ has an Iwahori decomposition of the form
(8.1.9)

+
+
ki+ = k− i+
− · k0 i0 · k+ i+

+
+
+
+
+
for suitable elements i+
− ∈ Ir ∩ Ū , i0 ∈ Ir ∩ T and i+ ∈ Ir ∩ U . So equation (8.1.7) has
the form
+
−1
+
−1
+
−1
(8.1.10) m−1
· θ(k0 ) · uθ(k+ )u−1 .
2 (k− i− )m2 · m2 (k0 i0 )m1 · m1 (k+ i+ )m1 = uθ(k− )u

Using the uniqueness of the decompositions in the “big cell” Ū · T · U , we deduce that
+
m−1
2 (k0 i0 )m1 = θ(k0 ).

This implies (8.1.6) and proves the Ir+ -bi-invariance.
To finish the proof, we need to consider an equality of the form
m0 k1−1 m1 uθ(k1 ) = k2−1 m2 uθ(k2 )
for k1 , k2 , m1 , m2 as above and m0 ∈ T (Fr )1 , and show that χr (m2 ) = χr (m0 m1 ). We can
write this in the form
k1−1 i+ (m0 m1 u)θ(k1 ) = k2−1 m2 uθ(k2 )
for a suitable element i+ ∈ Ir+ . Now the argument above applied to this expression yields
χr (m0 m1 ) = χr (m2 ), as desired.

The utility of the functions φu,χr stems from two principles:
• The twisted orbital integrals of φu,χr are easy to compute; we can thus prove φu,χr
and ft,χ are associated functions for all u.
• The character of φu,χr on any θ-stable representation Π of Gr is easy to compute,
and is non-vanishing only on representations Π belonging to Rχr (Gr ); thus we will
get explicit character identities in the parameter u coming from the matching of
φu,χr and ft,χ .
We will establish these facts in the next few subsections. The next subsection contains a
key lemma about the norm homomorphism.
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8.2. A lemma on the norm homomorphism.
Lemma 8.2.1. Let T be any F -torus. Then the norm homomorphism Nr : T (Fr )1 → T (F )1
is surjective.
This is well-known (and easy) when T is F -split; in the general case it can be proved
indirectly from the fact that the characteristic functions 1T (Fr )1 and 1T (F )1 are associated
([Ko86b]). Our purpose here is only to give a more elementary and direct proof. In this
article we will use this lemma only in the case where T is split over L.
Proof. Following [HR1], let T ◦ denote the neutral component of the lft Neron model T
associated to T . Then T ◦ is a smooth O-group scheme with connected geometric fibers.
By loc. cit. we have T (F )1 = T ◦ (O) and T (Fr )1 = T ◦ (Or ).
Therefore, we need to prove that the group
T ◦ (Or )θ
b 0 (Fr /F, T ◦ (Or ))
=H
Nr (T ◦ (Or ))
vanishes.
First note that for each positive integer n, we have
(8.2.1)

H 1 (Fr /F, T ◦ (Or /$n Or )) = 0.

Indeed, since inflation is always injective on H 1 , it is enough to prove the vanishing of
H 1 (hθi, T ◦ (OL /$n OL )). But this is a quotient of the group H 1 (hθi, T ◦ (OL )) which is
well-known to be trivial (cf. e.g. [Ko97], (7.6.1)).
Further, the Gal(Fr /F )-module T ◦ (Or /$n Or ) is finite and thus has trivial Herbrand
quotient (cf. [Ser], VIII, Prop. 8). Hence from (8.2.1) we deduce
b 0 (Fr /F, T ◦ (Or /$n Or )) = 0.
H
Thus to prove the lemma it would be enough to prove that the natural map
(8.2.2)

T ◦ (Or /$n Or )θ
T ◦ (Or )θ
−→
lim
←− Nr (T ◦ (Or /$n Or ))
Nr (T ◦ (Or ))
n

is injective. But this is a straightforward exercise which goes as follows. Let tn be the
reduction modulo $n of t ∈ T ◦ (Or )θ , and suppose for every n we have tn = Nr (sn ) for
some sn ∈ T ◦ (Or /$n Or ). Using (8.2.1) and the surjectivity of the transition maps
(8.2.3)

T ◦ (Or /$n+1 Or ) → T ◦ (Or /$n Or )

we may inductively alter the sn ’s so that they are compatible under the maps (8.2.3), yet
still satisfy Nr (sn ) = tn for all n. Then s := lim sn is an element in T ◦ (Or ) with Nr (s) = t.
←−
n
This proves the lemma.
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8.3. Orbital integrals. Normalize the Haar measure dg on Gr (resp. ds on Tr ) so that
Ir (resp. T (Fr )1 ) has measure 1. Use this to define the quotient measures dḡ on T (F )\Gr
(resp. ds̄ on T (F )\Tr ).
Proposition 8.3.1. The following statements hold.
(1) For δ ∈ Gr , TOδθ (φu,χr ) is non-zero if and only if δ is θ-conjugate in Gr to an element
of the form mu, m ∈ T (Fr )1 . For such m we have
TOmuθ (φu,χr ) = χ−1
r (m).

(8.3.1)

(2) For γ ∈ G, Oγ (ft,χ ) is non-zero if and only if γ is conjugate in G to an element of the
form m0 t, m0 ∈ T (F )1 . For such m0 we have
Om0 t (ft,χ ) = χ−1 (m0 ).

(8.3.2)

Proof. It is enough to prove (1). Let δ ∈ Gr . If TOδθ (φu,χr ) 6= 0, then δ is θ-conjugate
under Gr to an element of the form mu, where m ∈ T (Fr )1 . Hence we might as well assume
δ = mu; in that case G◦δθ (F ) = G◦muθ (F ) = T (F ) (Lemma 8.1.2(ii)). Now if g ∈ Gr is such
that g −1 muθ(g) ∈ supp(φu,χr ), then by Lemma 8.1.2(ii) we have g ∈ Tr Ir . Then using our
choice of measures we get
Z
Z
−1
φu,χr (g muθ(g)) dḡ =
φu,χr (s−1 muθ(s)) ds̄
T (F )\Gr

T (F )\Tr

Z
=
T (F )\Tr

r
(s−1 mθ(s)) ds̄.
φT1,χ
r

r
denotes the elementary function on Tr associated to u = 1. This is precisely the
Here φT1,χ
r
characteristic function 1T (Fr )1 of T (Fr )1 times the character χ−1
r . Thus we have proved

(8.3.3)

Tr
−1
r
TOG
muθ (φu,χr ) = χr (m) TOmθ (1T (Fr )1 ).

Using
(8.3.4)

H 1 (Fr /F, T (Fr )1 ) = 0

r
(see the proof of (8.2.1)), one easily checks that TOTmθ
(1T (Fr )1 ) = volds̄ (T (F )\T (F )T (Fr )1 ).
By our choice of measures, this volume equals 1.


Lemma 8.3.2. We have the following statements.
(i) Let m0 , m00 ∈ T (F )1 . Then m0 t and m00 t are stably-conjugate in G if and only if m0 =
m00 .
(ii) Let m, m0 ∈ T (Fr )1 . Then mu and m0 u are stably θ-conjugate in Gr if and only if they
are θ-conjugate by an element of T (Fr )1 .
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Proof. Part (i) follows from Lemma 8.1.2(i), taking r = 1 (hence θ = id and u = t). Next,
mu is stably θ-conjugate to m0 u if and only if Nr (m)t is stably-conjugate to Nr (m0 )t (by
[Ko82], Prop. 5.7). By part (i), this holds if and only if Nr (m) = Nr (m0 ). Because of
(8.3.4), this holds if and only if m and m0 are θ-conjugate in T (Fr )1 .

Corollary 8.3.3. For every δ ∈ Gr , SOδθ (φu,χr ) = TOmuθ (φu,χr ), where mu, m ∈ T (Fr )1 ,
is any element of this form which is stably θ-conjugate to δ.
Proof. If δ is not stably-conjugate to an element of the form mu, then both sides are zero.
If δ = mu, then the non-zero summands in SOδθ (φu,χr ) are of the form TOm0 u (φu,χr ) (they
come with coefficient 1 since m0 u is strongly θ-regular). By Lemma 8.3.2(ii), only one term
appears in this sum.

Proposition 8.3.4. The functions ft,χ and φu,χr are associated.
Proof. First we assume that SOγ (ft,χ ) 6= 0 and prove this implies that γ is a norm from Gr .
By Proposition 8.3.1(2), we see that γ is stably-conjugate in G to an element of the form
m0 t, m0 ∈ T (F )1 . By Lemma 8.2.1, m0 = Nr (m) for some m ∈ T (Fr )1 . Since t = Nr (u),
this proves that γ is a norm from Gr .
Next we assume γ is the norm of an element δ ∈ Gr . If SOδθ (φu,χr ) 6= 0, then δ is stably
θ-conjugate to an element of the form mu, and then by Corollary 8.3.3 and Proposition
8.3.1 we have
(8.3.5)

SOδθ (φu,χr ) = TOmuθ (φr,χr ) = χ−1
r (m).

But letting m0 := Nr (m), [Ko82] Prop. 5.7 shows that γ is stably-conjugate to the element
m0 t and the same reasoning then gives us
SOγ (ft,χ ) = Om0 t (ft,χ ) = χ−1 (m0 ),
which coincides with (8.3.5).
If SOδθ (φu,χr ) = 0, then δ is not stably θ-conjugate to an element of the form mu. But
then γ is not stably conjugate to an element of the form m0 t, and thus SOγ (ft,χ ) = 0 as
well. Indeed, if γ were stably conjugate to m0 t, then writing m0 = Nr (m) for some m
(Lemma 8.2.1), we would have that Nr (δ) is stably conjugate to Nr (mu). But then by
[Ko82], Prop. 5.7, it would be the case that δ is stably θ-conjugate to mu, contrary to what
we saw above.

8.4. Traces of elementary functions. Let Π denote a θ-stable admissible representation
of G(Fr ), and fix an intertwiner Iθ : Π f
→ Πθ . Let ΘΠθ denote the locally integrable function
of Harish-Chandra representing the functional φ 7→ htrace ΠIθ , φi, for φ ∈ Cc∞ (G(Fr )).
Thus,
Z
(8.4.1)
htrace ΠIθ , φi =
ΘΠθ (g)φ(g) dg.
Gr
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Following [Lab90],§3, we calculate this trace for φ = φu,χr using the map (8.1.2). Let
dk̄ denote the quotient measure on T (Fr )1 \Ir denoted dḡ earlier. The change of variable
formula yields
Z
Z
|Jac[k,mu] |F · ΘΠθ (k −1 muθ(k)) · φu,χr (k −1 muθ(k)) dm dk̄
htrace ΠIθ , φu,χr i =
T (Fr )1 \Ir

= q rh2ρ,νi

Z

= q rh2ρ,νi

Z

T (Fr )1

ΘΠθ (mu) χ−1
r (m) dm

T (Fr )1

(8.4.2)

ΘΠU θ (mu) χ−1
r (m) dm.

T (Fr )1

Here ΠU is the Jacquet module of Π corresponding to the Borel subgroup Br = Tr Ur , and
the equality ΘΠθ (mu) = ΘΠU θ (mu) we used is the twisted version due to Rogawski [Rog]
of a theorem of Casselman [Cas].
Lemma 8.4.1. Suppose Π is an irreducible θ-stable object in R(Gr ). If htrace ΠIθ , φu,χr i =
6
0, then Π belongs to the subcategory Rχr (Gr ).
Proof. The non-vanishing of (8.4.2) shows that ΠχUr 6= 0. Then by (3.3.1), we see Πρr 6= 0.
Now the result follows by Proposition 3.3.1.

8.5. Computation of traces of elementary functions. In this subsection, we write W
(resp. Wr ) for the relative Weyl group associated to the F -split (resp. Fr -split) torus A
(resp. AFr ) in G.
For any irreducible θ-stable representation Π of Gr with intertwiner Iθ , we will compute
here the trace
htrace ΠIθ , φu,χr i.
7

The computation is similar to that in [Lab90]. By Lemma 8.4.1, we may assume Π belongs
to the category Rχr (Gr ) (otherwise the trace is zero). Suppose the supercuspidal support
of Π is (Tr , ξ 0 )Gr for some extension ξ 0 of a Wr -conjugate of χr .
Let Ξ denote the set of characters on T (Fr ) which extend some Wr -conjugate of χr . Thus,
Ξ contains Wr ξ 0 . Let Ξ(χr ) ⊂ Ξ consist of those whose restriction to T (Fr )1 is precisely χr .
Let Ξθ resp. Ξ(χr )θ denote the subset of θ-fixed elements in Ξ resp. Ξ(χr ). It will become
clear below that the trace above is zero unless Ξθ (χr ) 6= ∅. From now on, ξ 0 will denote an
arbitrary element of Ξ, not just the one we started with.
Now we fix further notation related to Π. Recall that ΠU denotes the Jacquet module
of Π relative to Ur . Because (Πθ )U = (ΠU )θ , the intertwiner Iθ : Π f
→ Πθ induces an
7In the final displayed equation on p.526 of [Lab90], the calculation of trace(I ) (uθ) is done assuming a
λ̃ N0

particularly simple form for the intertwiner on the induced module Iλ̃ (more precisely, on its Jacquet module
(Iλ̃ )N0 )). Unless λ̃ is regular, there will be other possible intertwiners on (Iλ̃ )N0 . The formula in Proposition
7’ of loc. cit. implicitly assumes that the intertwiner on Π is inherited from such a simple intertwiner on a
suitable induced module Iλ̃ . The statement of our Proposition 8.5.1 is more complicated because we do not
make any assumptions about the intertwiner on Π.
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intertwiner Iθ : ΠU f
→ ΠθU . Recall that ΠU is a subquotient of
M
1/2
0
r
(iG
Cw ξ 0
Br (ξ ))U = δBr
w∈Wr

(cf. [Cas1]), where Cw ξ0 is the 1-dimensional representation of Tr corresponding to the
character w ξ 0 . Thus there is a well-defined subset Ξ(Π) ⊂ Ξ and positive multiplicities
aξ0 ,Π =: aξ0 for ξ 0 ∈ Ξ(Π) such that, as Tr -representations,
M
a 0
1/2
Cξ0ξ .
(8.5.1)
ΠU = δBr
ξ 0 ∈Ξ(Π)

Since ΠθU is isomorphic to ΠU , the set Ξ(Π) is stabilized by θ.
For the following statement and proof, we set Ξ(Π)θ = Ξθ ∩ Ξ(Π), and Ξ(Π, χr )θ :=
Ξ(χr )θ ∩ Ξ(Π). Further, for ξ 0 ∈ Ξθ , we set
1/2

a

0

tr(Iθ , Π, ξ 0 ) := htrace Iθ ; δBr Cξ0ξ i.
Finally, for ξ 0 ∈ Ξ(χr ), we may write
0
ξ0 = χ
e$
r η

for a unique unramified character η 0 on Tr .
Proposition 8.5.1. In the notation above, we have
X
(8.5.2)
htrace ΠIθ , φu,χr i = q hρ,τ i

η 0 (u) tr(Iθ , Π, ξ 0 ).

ξ 0 ∈Ξ(Π,χr )θ

Proof. We will rewrite the integral in (8.4.2). Using (8.5.1) it takes the form
Z
M
a 0
1/2
χ−1
Cξ0ξ i dm.
r (m) htrace ΠU (mu)Iθ ; δBr
T (Fr )1

ξ 0 ∈Ξ(Π)
1/2

a

0

The isotypical component δBr Cξ0ξ can contribute to the trace of ΠU Iθ only if ξ 0 ∈ Ξ(Π)θ ,
and in that case ΠU Iθ preserves that component. Thus the integral can be expressed as
X Z
1/2 aξ0
(8.5.3)
χ−1
r (m) htrace ΠU (mu)Iθ ; δBr Cξ 0 i dm.
ξ 0 ∈Ξ(Π)θ
1/2

a

T (Fr )1

0

On δBr Cξ0ξ appearing here, ΠU (mu) acts by the scalar
1/2

δBr (u) ξ 0 (mu) = q −hρ,τ i ξ 0 (m) η 0 (u).
(We used that χ
e$
r (u) = 1.) Thus (8.5.3) becomes
Z
X
−hρ,τ i
0
0
q
η (u) tr(Iθ , Π, ξ )
ξ 0 ∈Ξ(Π)θ

0
χ−1
r (m) ξ (m) dm.

T (Fr )1

The integral on the right hand side is non-vanishing (and equal to 1) if and only if ξ 0 equals
χr on T (Fr )1 , that is, if and only if ξ 0 ∈ Ξ(Π, χr )θ . The result now follows.
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We shall also need the following result. Recall the idempotent eρ ∈ Z(G, ρ) defined to
have support I and to take value ρ(k)−1 at k ∈ I.
Lemma 8.5.2. In the notation above, we have
X
tr(Iθ , Π, ξ 0 ) = htrace ΠIθ , eρr i.
(8.5.4)
ξ 0 ∈Ξ(Π,χr )θ

Proof. The right hand side can be written as
Z
htrace Π(g)Iθ , Πρr i eρr (g) dg = htrace Iθ , Πρr i.
Ir

By (3.3.1) and (8.5.1), this can be written as
1/2

htrace Iθ , δBr

M

a

0

Cξ0ξ i,

ξ 0 ∈Ξ(Π,χr )θ

which is the left hand side in (8.5.4).



Corollary 8.5.3. We have
(8.5.5)

htrace ΠIθ , φu,χr i|u=1 = htrace ΠIθ , eρr i.

In particular, if r = 1, we have
X
(8.5.6)

a

dim(Cξ ξ,π ) = htrace π, eρ i.

ξ∈Ξ(π,χ)

9. Proof in the strongly regular elliptic case
9.1. Local data adapted to Rχ (G). In this subsection, we assume G is any unramified
group over F with G = Gad . Let Irrχ (G) (resp. Irrθχr (Gr )) denote the set of irreducible
(resp. irreducible θ-stable) admissible representations in Rχ (G) (resp. Rχr (Gr )).
Inspired by Hales [Ha], we define local data adapted to Rχ (G) to consist of the data
(a),(b), and (c), subject to conditions (1) and (2) below:
(a) An indexing set I (possibly infinite);
(b) A collection of complex numbers ai (π) for i ∈ I and π ∈ Irrχ (G);
(c) A collection of complex numbers bi (Π) for i ∈ I and Π ∈ Irrθχr (Gr ).
(1) For i fixed, the constants ai (π) and bi (Π) are zero for all but finitely many π and Π.
(2) For φ ∈ H(Gr , ρr ) and f ∈ H(G, ρ) the following are equivalent:
P
P
(A) For all i, we have π ai (π)htrace π, f i = Π bi (Π)htrace ΠIθ , φi;
(B) For all strongly regular elliptic semisimple norms γ = N (δ), we have
SOγ (f ) = SOδθ (φ).
One can prove that such local data exist using a result of Clozel (cf. [H09a], Proposition
8.3.1), in exactly the same way as for parahoric Hecke algebras (see loc. cit. §8.5).
A word about the intertwiners Iθ : these are local intertwiners coming from canonically
defined intertwiners at the global (adelic) level (cf. [H09a], Proposition 8.3.1). But the
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global-to-local process involves some choices and hence the Iθ here are not canonically
defined. However, since Π is irreducible, Iθ is defined up to scalar, and such scalars can be
absorbed into the coefficients b(Π). Hence we are free to normalize the Iθ however we like.

9.2. End of proof. Assume G = Gad . Fix φ ∈ Z(Gr , ρr ). and f = br (φ) ∈ Z(G, ρ).
We now complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. By Lemma 7.1.1, we may assume γ is a
norm. By our reduction section, we may assume γ is a strongly regular elliptic semisimple
norm, say γ = N (δ). To check the identity SOδθ (φ) = SOγ (f ), we follow the method of
Labesse [Lab90]: we use the associated elementary functions φu,χr , ft,χ to give, as u ranges,
sufficiently many character identities to establish (2)(A) in the local data for the pair φ, f .
(Recall u = $ν and t = Nr (u) = $τ , and that ν ranges over the semigroup of regular
dominant cocharacters X∗ (AFr )++ in the group X∗ (AFr )).
We need to show that for each i, the identity in (2)(A) above holds. Fixing i and dropping
it from our notation, we need to prove that
X

(9.2.1)

a(π) htrace π, br (φ)i =

X

π

b(Π) htrace ΠIθ , φi.

Π

By Lemma 8.1.3 and Proposition 8.3.4, the equivalent statements (2)(A) and (2)(B) hold
for each pair φu := φu,χr , ft := ft,χ . Therefore
X

(9.2.2)

a(π) htrace π, ft i =

π

X

b(Π) htrace ΠIθ , φu i.

Π

Let us rewrite the left hand side using (8.5.2) in the case where r = 1. We get
(9.2.3)

X
π

a(π) htrace π, ft i = q hρ,τ i

X

X

ξ0 ∈Ξ(χ)/Wχ π∈iG
B (ξ0 )

a(π)

X

a

η(t) (dim Cξ ξ,π ).

ξ∈Ξ(π,χ)

Here ξ0 ranges over any set of representatives for the Wχ -orbits on the set Ξ(χ) of characters
on T (F ) extending χ. Since η(t) = ηr (u), (9.2.3) is a linear combination of characters which
are norms evaluated on u = $ν .
We would like to write down a similar expression for the right hand side of (9.2.2) and
then compare it to (9.2.3). An apparent difficulty is that given two different elements in
Ξ(χr )θ which are Wχr conjugate, it could happen that one of them is a norm and the other
is not. To remedy this, we will group the elements according to Wχ -conjugacy rather than
Wχr -conjugacy (note that Wχ ⊆ Wχθr ). The following lemma shows that this avoids the
problem just mentioned. We leave the proof to the reader.
Lemma 9.2.1. If ξ10 , ξ20 belong to Ξ(χr )θ and are Wχ -conjugate, then one is a norm if and
only if the other one is.
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Now again using (8.5.2), we can write the right hand side of (9.2.2) in the following way:
X

b(Π) htrace ΠIθ , φu i =

Π

(9.2.4)

X

q hρ,τ i

X

ξ00 ∈Ξ(χr )θ /Wχ

X

b(Π)

η 0 (u) tr(Iθ , Π, ξ 0 ).

ξ0 ∈

Π s.t.

Wχ ξ00 ∩Ξ(Π,χr )θ 6=∅

Wχ ξ00 ∩Ξ(Π,χr )θ

Let (9.2.4)n (resp. (9.2.4)nn ) denote the contribution to (9.2.4) coming from those ξ00 which
are norms (resp. not norms). By Lemma 9.2.1, all (resp. none) of the terms η 0 appearing
in (9.2.4)n (resp. (9.2.4)nn ) are norms.
Now we regard each side of the identity
(9.2.5)

(9.2.3) = (9.2.4)n + (9.2.4)nn

as a linear combination of characters on ν ∈ X∗ (AFr )++ . The independence of characters
asserts that any non-empty set of distinct characters on X∗ (AFr ) is linearly independent over
C. The proof shows that the set of their restrictions to X∗ (AFr )++ remains independent.
The equation (9.2.5) holds for all regular dominant ν, thus by this linear independence
statement, it must hold for ν = 0, that is, for u = 1. In the self-evident notation, this
means that we have two identities
(9.2.3)|u=1 = (9.2.4)n |u=1

(9.2.6)

0 = (9.2.4)nn |u=1 .

(9.2.7)

In fact the linear independence gives something stronger: the contributions of each ξ00 ∈
Ξ(χr )θ /Wχ , to the above equations satisfy corresponding identities. Making use of Corollary
8.5.3, this may be stated as follows.
Lemma 9.2.2. For each ξ00 ∈ Ξ(χr )θ /Wχ , we have
(9.2.8)

X

X

ξ0 ∈Ξ(χ)/Wχ
s.t. ξ0r =ξ00

π∈iG
B (ξ0 )

a(π) htrace π , eρ i =

X
Π s.t.

Wχ ξ00 ∩Ξ(Π,χr )θ 6=∅

b(Π)

X

tr(Iθ , Π, ξ 0 ).

ξ0 ∈

Wχ ξ00 ∩Ξ(Π,χr )θ

Note that if ξ00 is not a norm, the left hand side of (9.2.8) vanishes, and the right hand
does as well by our linear independence argument.
Next we fix any ξ00 ∈ Ξ(χr )θ and sum this equation over all Wχ -orbits in Wχr ξ00 ∩ Ξ(χr )θ .
In that sum, the right hand side will simplify, because of the identity (8.5.4). Indeed, if
Wχr ξ00 contains a norm, we may assume ξ00 itself is a norm, and the Wχ -orbits in Wχr ξ00
which are not norms contribute nothing to the right hand side of (9.2.8), and hence we get
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an equality
(9.2.9)

X

X

a(π) htrace π , eρ i

π∈iG
B (ξ0 )
s.t. ξ0r ∈Wχr ξ00
ξ0 ∈Ξ(χ)/Wχ

=

X

b(Π) htrace ΠIθ , eρr i.

r 0
Π∈iG
Br (ξ0 )

On the other hand, if Wχr ξ00 contains no norms, then (9.2.9) remains true: the left hand side
obviously vanishes, and the right hand side vanishes as a result of the linear independence
discussion above.
ρ
Recall that if ξ00 = ξ0r , then b(φ) acts on iG
B (ξ0 ) by the same scalar by which φ acts on
0 ρr (Lemma 4.2.1). Thus multiplying (9.2.9) by ch (b(φ)) = ch
0
r
iG
ξ0
ξ0r (φ) if ξ0 = ξ0r , and
Br (ξ0 )
by chξ00 (φ) in the case where ξ00 is not a norm, we get (9.2.9) but with eρr resp. eρ replaced
by φ resp. b(φ). Then summing the resulting formula over all ξ00 ∈ Ξ(χr )/Wχr yields the
desired formula (9.2.1). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.

Remark 9.2.3. The results of this article are closely related to at least four earlier works on
the fundamental lemma, namely [Cl90], [Lab90], [Ha], [H09a]. We point out that all of these
rely crucially on a result of Keys [Keys]. It is interesting to note that the present article does
not need Keys’ result at all. The reason is that we are using Labesse’s method of elementary
functions: in [Lab90], Keys’ result is used only to separate, in the character identities
appearing in the local data, the spherical representation from other representations in the
same unramified principal series representation. There is no need for any such separation
argument in this article.
10. Base change for I + -level
In this section we will construct a base change homomorphism
(10.0.10)

br : Z(Gr , Ir+ ) → Z(G, I + )

and show that the fundamental lemma also holds for it, as claimed in Corollary 1.2.
First we abuse notation by writing T (kr ) in place of T ◦ (kr ), where T ◦ is the neutral component of the lft Néron model T for the F -torus T . Thus there is a canonical isomorphism
T (kr ) = T (Fr )1 /T (Fr )+
1
and the set of depth-zero characters on T (Fr )1 can be canonically identified with T (kr )∨ , the
set of characters of the finite group T (kr ). For χ0 ∈ T (kr )∨ , we consider the corresponding
Hecke algebra H(Gr , Ir , χ0 ) and its center Z(Gr , Ir , χ0 ).
Recall the idempotents eχ0 ∈ Z(Gr , Ir , χ0 ): the function eχ0 is supported on Ir and takes
value vol(Ir )−1 ρχ0 (x)−1 at x ∈ Ir . These form a complete set of orthogonal idempotents in
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H(Gr , Ir+ ) (cf. e.g. [HR2], proof of Prop. 12.1.1). Hence there is an algebra monomorphism
Y
(10.0.11)
Z(Gr , Ir , χ0 )
Z(Gr , Ir+ ) ,→
χ0 ∈T (kr )∨

z 7→ (zeχ0 )χ0 .
We need to identify the image of (10.0.11). As it clearly suffices, we discuss this in the case
r = 1 and make self-evident adjustments to our notation.
Lemma 10.0.1. The image of (10.0.11) consists of the elements (zχ )χ with the following
property: for any relative Weyl group element w ∈ W , any χ ∈ T (k)∨ , and any extension
χ̃ : T (F ) → C× of χ, the scalar by which zχ acts on iG
χ)ρχ coincides with the scalar by
B (e
which zw χ acts on iG
χ)ρ w χ .
B (e
Proof. It is clear that elements in the image of (10.0.11) satisfy the property in question.
We assume (zχ )χ satisfies the property and show that it comes from a z ∈ Z(G, I + ).
Fix χ0 and consider its W -orbit [χ0 ]. Recall ([HR2], §12) the central idempotent e[χ0 ] :=
P
+
χ∈[χ0 ] eχ in H(G, I ). This is the projector onto the Bernstein component Rχ0 (G), in the
sense that for every smooth representation V of G(F ), the G(F )-module spanned by e[χ0 ] V
is the component of V belonging to Rχ0 (G). Using Proposition 3.3.1, we deduce
M
+
χ0 )I = e[χ0 ] iG
χ0 ),
(10.0.12)
iG
χ0 )ρχ = iG
B (f
B (e
B (f
χ∈[χ0 ]

and the G-module generated by the latter is just iG
χ0 ). By our hypothesis, the element
B (f
P
z
operates
by
a
scalar
ch
on
(10.0.12).
As
χ
f0 varies these scalars give a regular
χ
f0
χ∈[χ0 ] χ
function on the Bernstein variety Xχ0 . Let Z(G) denote the Bernstein center of G(F ),
viewed as certain distributions on Cc∞ (G(F )) or equally as regular functions on the union
of all Bernstein varieties. We see there is an element z[χ0 ] ∈ Z(G) ∗ e[χ0 ] ⊂ Z(G, I + ) such
P
that z[χ0 ] eχ = zχ for each χ ∈ [χ0 ]. Now let z := χ0 ∈W \T (k)∨ z[χ0 ] ∈ Z(G, I + ). Then z
goes to (zχ )χ under (10.0.11).

If χ0 is a norm, then χ0 = χr := χ ◦ Nr for some χ ∈ T (k)∨ , and since Nr is surjective, the
character χ is uniquely determined by χ0 . Now consider the composition of the projection
onto the factors indexed by norms
Y
Y
Z(Gr , Ir , χr )
Z(Gr , Ir , χ0 ) →
χ0 ∈T (kr )∨

χ∈T (k)∨

followed by the map
Y
χ∈T (k)∨

Z(Gr , Ir , χr ) →

Y

Z(G, I, χ)

χ∈T (k)∨

which is given in each factor by the homomorphism br of Definition 1.0.1.
Q
Q
Lemma 10.0.2. This composition χ0 Z(Gr , Ir , χ0 ) → χ Z(G, I, χ) above takes the image
of (10.0.11) into the corresponding image for r = 1.
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Proof. Let z ∈ Z(Gr , Ir+ ). We need to check that the tuple (br (zeχr ))χ satisfies the property
ρχ is the scalar
of Lemma 10.0.1. By Lemma 4.2.1, the scalar by which br (zeχr ) acts on iG
B (χ)
Gr
ρ
w
by which zeχr acts on iBr (χr ) χr . Apply this to both χ and χ, for w any element of W ,
the relative Weyl group over F .

This lemma allows us to define the base change homomorphism for I + -level.
Definition 10.0.3. The homomorphism br : Z(Gr , Ir+ ) → Z(G, I + ) is the unique homomorphism making the following diagram commute:
Q
0
/
Z(Gr , Ir+ )
χ0 Z(Gr , Ir , χ )
br



Z(G, I + )

/

Q


χ Z(G, I, χ).

The following lemma explains why it is permissible to forget all the factors corresponding
to χ0 which are not norms.
Lemma 10.0.4. Suppose χ0 ∈ T (kr )∨ is not a norm. Then all twisted orbital integrals at
θ-semisimple elements vanish on H(Gr , Ir , χ0 ).
Proof. Fix φ ∈ H(Gr , Ir , χ0 ) and consider any i ∈ Ir . The substitution g 7→ gi in TOδθ (φ) =
R
−1
G◦ \Gr φ(g δθ(g)) dḡ yields
δθ

TOδθ (φ) = (χ0 θ(χ0 )−1 )(i) TOδθ (φ).
Thus if the twisted orbital integral does not vanish, we have χ0 = θ(χ0 ). But then χ0 is a
norm: the θ-invariant elements in T (kr )∨ are precisely the norms.

With these remarks in hand, it is easy to see how Corollary 1.2 follows from Theorem
1.1.

11. Corrigenda to [H09a]
All notation will be that of [H09a], but note the correction in notation discussed below.
11.1. [H09a], section 2.2. In section 2.2 of [H09a], there is a minor misstatement. It has
no effect on the main results of [H09a], but nevertheless this corrigendum seems necessary
in order to avoid potential confusion. I am very grateful to Brian Smithling and Tasho
Kaletha, who brought this misstatement to my attention.
11.1.1. Correction. Here is the precise misstatement. In [H09a], section 2.2, the “ambient”
group scheme GaJ was incorrectly identified with the group scheme whose group of OL -points
is the full fixer of the facet aJ . In the notation of Bruhat-Tits [BT2], which I intended to
follow in [H09a], the group scheme whose group of OL -points is the full fixer of aJ is denoted
GbaJ . The group scheme GbaJ is defined and characterized in this way in [BT2], 4.6.26-28.
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The group scheme denoted GaJ is defined in loc. cit. 4.6.26 (cf. also 4.6.3-6). In general,
it can be a bit smaller than GbaJ (see below).
The correction is the following: in [H09a], the symbol GaJ should now be interpreted as
the group denoted by this symbol in [BT2], a potentially proper subgroup of the full fixer
GbaJ .
We still have, as stated in [H09a], (2.3.2) and (2.3.3), the equalities
(11.1.1)

J(L) = Ga◦J (OL ) = T (L)1 · UaJ (OL )

(11.1.2)

GaJ (OL ) = T (L)b · UaJ (OL ).

In general,
Ga◦J (OL ) = Gba◦J (OL ) ⊂ GaJ (OL ) ⊂ GbaJ (OL ),
and both inclusions can be strict.
11.1.2. Clarifications. We discuss the effect of the above correction on subsequent statements in [H09a].
1. Theorem 2.3.1 of [H09a] remains valid as stated, but can be slightly augmented:
equation (2.3.1) can be replaced by
(11.1.3)

b
J(L) = Fix(ass
J ) ∩ G(L)1 = GaJ (OL ) ∩ G(L)1 = GaJ (OL ) ∩ G(L)1 .

Cf. [HR1], Remark 11.
2. Contrary to [H09b], line above equation (2.3.2), our GaJ should not now be identified
with the scheme Gbass
of [BT2].
J
3. Corollary 2.3.2 of [H09b] remains valid, with the same proof. Indeed, when GL is split
we have T (L)b = T (OL ) = T (L)1 and then from (11.1.1) and (11.1.2) above we see that
Ga◦J (OL ) = GaJ (OL ).
4. Lemma 2.9.1 of [H09b] remains valid as stated, but in the proof (especially in equations
(2.9.1) and (2.9.2)) the symbols GaJ (OL ) and GaM (OL ) should be replaced by GbaJ (OL ) and
J
Gb M (OL ), respectively.
aJ

11.1.3. Example. It is sometimes but usually not the case that GaJ (OL ) = GbaJ (OL ). The
following is perhaps the simplest example where this equality fails8. Take G to be the split
group PSp(4), and let aJ denote the non-special vertex in a base alcove. Then let τ denote
f (L) of the base alcove, which interchanges the two special
the element in the stabilizer Ω ⊂ W
vertices and fixes aJ . The element τ does not belong to the group Ga◦J (OL ) = GaJ (OL ) (cf. 3
above), since τ does not belong to G(L)1 . On the other hand τ ∈ GbaJ (OL ) since it fixes aJ
and G(L)1 = G(L) (cf. [BT2], 4.6.28).
8Brian Smithling and Tasho Kaletha provided me with another example for the split group SO(2n).
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11.2. [H09a], Lemma 2.9.1(b). The proof of the equality J ∩ P = (J ∩ M )(J ∩ N ) given
in Lemma 2.9.1(b) is flawed. Instead, one can deduce this from the following equality
J = (J ∩ B)(J ∩ N )(J ∩ N )(J ∩ M ).
which is a consequence of [BT2], 5.2.4.
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